Each mission is unique, but all P&WC turboshaft engines have one thing in common: you can depend on them. Designed for outstanding performance, enhanced flying experience and competitive operating economics, the PW200 and PT6 engine families are the leaders in helicopter power. With innovative technology that respects the environment and a trusted support network that offers you peace of mind, you can focus on what matters most: A MISSION ACCOMPLISHED

DEPENDABLE ENGINES

Pratt & Whitney Canada
A United Technologies Company
THESE BLADES TURN MORE.

More Room. More Safety. That’s why the H130 is a critical care transport star. With its large cabin, flat floor and flexible configuration options, the high-performance H130 allows better patient access, enhancing care. Safety features include a crash-resistant fuel system and energy-attenuating seats. Add lower direct maintenance costs and Airbus Helicopters’ HCare warranty, and the H130 is an air ambulance that delivers.

Important to you. Essential to us.
www.airbushelicoptersinc.com
NO MATTER WHAT’S OVER THE HORIZON,
MILESTONE WILL BE THERE.

For any challenge that comes your way, take comfort in knowing that your helicopter leasing partner will be there for the long haul.
milestoneaviation.com
Safran is the world’s leading manufacturer of helicopter engines. It offers the widest range and supports 2,500 operators in 155 countries with one constant aim: to stay focused on their missions and to keep their helicopters flying every day, everywhere.

safran-helicopter-engines.com
@SafranHCEngines
It’s About Your Business

Challenging times require superior answers.
Leonardo Helicopters redefines mobility by setting new levels in luxury, comfort, performance and safety.
Maximise your time and be where it counts.
Finmeccanica is now Leonardo - inspired by the vision, curiosity and creativity of the great master inventor - designing the technology of tomorrow.

leonardocompany.com
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Let us shed some light on hard to find parts.

Hard to find parts are easy when you know where to look. Precision Heliparts (PHP) is your worldwide source for accessory, exchanges, overhauls and sales. Call today or visit us online at www.heliparts.com.
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The Waypoint Advantage

Waypoint Leasing
A Global Helicopter Leasing Company

Waypoint is the world’s largest independent helicopter leasing company, with leasing expertise in more than 27 countries, and a fleet of more than 135 aircraft on lease, coupled with a large selection of multi-year forward deliveries, representing a combined value of $3 billion. Waypoint forges lasting relationships with leading helicopter operators worldwide, who value the integrity, experience and long-term commitment of Waypoint’s leadership team and financial sponsors. As former helicopter operators, we understand the difficult fleet management and market challenges operators face and structure flexible leasing solutions to solve them.

We put operators first — always.
The Grand Prize winner of the 2016 Vertical Photo Contest: A Sikorsky MH-60S Seahawk from Naval Air Station Whidbey Island Search and Rescue performs rappel training in Washington state’s North Cascade Mountains.
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How does one behave when confronted with an emergency or potential disaster? I am sure we would all hope to maintain a stoic presence complete with stiff upper lip. We spend a lot of time dreaming up disaster scenarios and how best to deal with them and then train for them. But until faced with the reality of an emergency, we can only guess as to how we may behave.

One might expect this anecdote to draw on some helicopter-centric fire suppression event, but no; I will draw on an example set by my own father some years ago at our home in Grand Falls-Windsor in central Newfoundland. It was a particularly dry summer with an extreme fire hazard throughout the province. Grand Falls-Windsor, like many towns in the province, is surrounded by forest on all sides. Indeed, most of us are so far back in the woods, we must come out to hunt!

Predictably, a nasty fire broke out close to town and began to bear down on our neighborhood. None of us kids were at risk because we had long since been thrown out of the house, but my folks were still there. Mother was sent packing while Dad stayed behind to protect his relatively new house and fight off any advancing conflagration with a medium-quality garden hose. While waiting for perdition’s flames to consume the area, he hove to with a garden chair to watch the water bombers do their thing. Having a front row seat, he decided it was time for a drink. Being a community-minded soul (I think he was deputy mayor at the time) he thought it selfish to just hydrate himself, so he moved the entire bar out into the driveway to help hydrate passersby. It was a great way to use up half-full bottles of rum and should immediate evacuation be ordered, at least he would be able to save the bar.

It proved to be a very popular adaptation to an impending crisis and there was no shortage of patrons to the complimentary service. Several pedestrians — no, numerous pedestrians — took advantage of the evolving block party. The group then witnessed a Caterpillar D7 tractor come lumbering up the road. It was Frank, one of Dad’s neighbors, who owned a small construction company.

“Frank,” yelled Dad, (the deleterious effects of drinking and driving a large tractor notwithstanding) “Come in and have a drink.”

“Can I have that drink now?”

“Why, of course,” replied Dad. Looking a little puzzled, he inquired, “Where is your tractor?”

Flustered Frank looked up after his first sip of rum, sweat on his furrowed brow. “Sunk up to the driver’s seat in a bog about one kilometer up the road.”

And so continued Dad’s neighborhood emergency response. As with all emergencies, real or anticipated, this one passed thankfully with no injuries (save the odd hangover) or loss of property. The forest has grown back, the birds continue to sing, and while under protest from Dad, Mother insisted the bar be moved out of the driveway.

As commercial pilots, we all train ad nauseam for emergencies, but until we are faced with the real thing it is difficult to predict how we may react or what the outcome may be.

Dad acknowledged the exchange and went back to bartending combined with occasional use of the garden hose to douse “flankers” (sparks) from the advancing fire.

About 15 minutes later, a very sweaty and exhausted-looking Frank came walking back down the road from the opposite direction — sans D7 tractor. (For the rest of the story, we can call him “Flustered Frank.”) He immediately broke left and sidled up to the bar.

“Can I have that drink now?”

“Why, of course,” replied Dad. Looking a little puzzled, he inquired, “Where is your tractor?”

Flustered Frank looked up after his first sip of rum, sweat on his furrowed brow. “Sunk up to the driver’s seat in a bog about one kilometer up the road.”

And so continued Dad’s neighborhood emergency response. As with all emergencies, real or anticipated, this one passed thankfully with no injuries (save the odd hangover) or loss of property. The forest has grown back, the birds continue to sing, and while under protest from Dad, Mother insisted the bar be moved out of the driveway.

As commercial pilots, we all train ad nauseam for emergencies, but until we are faced with the real thing it is difficult to predict how we may react or what the outcome may be.

Now, I am not advocating that we break open a bottle of Captain Morgan (the man in the red dress) to deal with emergencies, but quality training stacks the odds in our favor, giving us ability and confidence. But we should never assume that we will not get stuck in a bog somewhere along the way.

Stay safe and compliments of the season to you all!
Tired of dealing with large inventories and high-dollar carrying costs? Aviall’s new Helicopter Rotables Program can help! We offer a pool of outright and exchange components for the Bell 204, Bell 205, Bell 206, Bell 212, Bell 412, Bell 407, MD500, Airbus AS350 and Sikorsky S-76. Let us help manage your repairs more effectively, reduce your administrative costs and minimize your inventory investment. Contact an Aviall Sales representative today!

Go with Aviall.

Your Helicopter Rotables Solution

aviall.com/helicopter 1-770-473-1346

PROUDLY KEEPING THE WORLD IN FLIGHT
Autonomous Control and Job Security

Humans were ready to fly the first airplane years before they did in the early 20th century, when a lightweight self-sufficient internal combustion engine became possible. On deck of course was the helicopter, which first flew only a few decades later because of its more complex mechanical design and peculiarities. Until heavier-than-air flight, men could elect to drive horse teams for a living, and when the automobile arrived, chauffeurs and taxi drivers were needed. But with such a revolutionary mode of transportation as the helicopter, men could boastfully proclaim to their friends that they were going to make a living flying helicopters.

The aspirations toward achieving this presumed dream job continue today. But humans are now facing a competitor at the controls. Human desire for self driving technological advancement has created a new pilot and the traditional helicopter driver could be left by the wayside in favor of a machine.

The autonomous helicopter, with or without a human on board, is hard to describe from a pilotage point of view. Self driving vehicles have advanced so rapidly in recent years that the terminology we use to describe them is now obsolete. Computer, machine, robot and autonomy are each words that no longer accurately describe the function of what they really do. A computer used to be a large mass of hardware and wires, a machine was a mechanical apparatus, a robot was a science fiction device and autonomy was doing something by one’s self.

The generic term autopilot has been used traditionally to describe the electronic and mechanical controls hidden behind the flight director head on the instrument panel. Far more complex, the autonomous system includes, amongst other things, advanced systems of artificial neural networks and synapses just as in the human brain. True artificial intelligence is now just a signpost for a stop a little further down the road. Interestingly enough, these extraordinary leap and bound advancements in technology have largely come about because most of the technical, electronic and mechanical components are cheap to purchase and easy to assemble into prototypes.

It might be useful here to coin a new acronym: ITP (Information Technology Pilot) and personify this androgynous, autonomous system in the form of a robot we could put in the pilot seat. This might make it easier to relate to. So now we can ask that question again: is the ITP going to replace you on the flight deck in the near future? My answer, after telling everyone over the last many years that I would take up this career all over again in a flash, is now “yes.”

I know what the ITP can do in the air because I work with two IT junkies who are the most up-to-date people I know in helicopter technology. We no longer have thought experiments on what the autonomous helicopter is capable of, but though discussions. As the consummate instructor (after 28 years behind the cyclic I might just be qualified to say that) I spent hours with the IT chaps in a visual flight rules flight training device with advanced graphics showing them all of the complex maneuvers possible in all our pilot training programs.

The helicopter business is still a great sector to target as a career option. If you want to learn to fly commercially, there are lots of great ab initio and advanced flight schools to choose from. But if you want to make flying itself a reasonable living, you might need to do a lot of research and put together an intense marketing campaign to make it work for you — especially since the autonomous helicopter is here and that technology will only get better and threaten your job prospects even more in the future.

The aerospace programs at the local college level have excellent diploma programs in avionics, turbine and jet engines, airport operations, unmanned aircraft systems and of course commercial pilot licensing. Your entry into an aerospace career might take a path such as this.

I was born when the commercial helicopter was in its infancy. Pilots were needed to fly exploration, construction and support missions in remote areas. Three decades later, new pilots like me came on the scene to replace those retiring, but the exploration and construction work helicopters did remained much the same as in the beginning. Now, more than three decades later, the aviation industry has undergone further enormous changes: the environment is top of mind with everyone, and businesses have found ways to get things done more cheaply and efficiently, without so many helicopters.

Helicopters are inefficient, not environmentally friendly, and good pilots are not always easy to find. If the autonomous helicopter continues to be improved upon, the career you have in mind of learning to fly — and then finding a pilot job — might be further from your reach. The notion of wanting to become a helicopter pilot nowadays might just be that. With the right marketing campaign and effort you can still find yourself flying for a living, but it’s much harder than it used to be.
Wireless or Wired?

Both Tango and Zulu.2 feature Bluetooth cell phone and music.

Your choice: $800

Tango’ wireless ANR Headset
The first premium aviation headset without the cable, Tango blends outstanding noise cancellation and renowned Lightspeed comfort with wireless convenience.

“Great audio quality and awesome noise cancelling.”
—Ingo Nehls, Kanect Aviation, Commercial, Instrument, CFI, CFII, rotorcraft pilot

Zulu.2 ANR Headset
The headset that firmly established Lightspeed as the innovation leader, Zulu.2 has proven its performance, comfort, and durability across a range of environments and missions.

“The comfort alone of the Zulu made all the difference and the noise reduction and sound quality were unmatched.”
—Matt Sunseri, Pilot, Owner, Skyline Aviation

Buy a Zulu.2 or wireless Tango’ Headset & get a $50 Visa Card as our gift to you Ends January 2, 2017
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Focus on Maintenance

by John Carinha

Building Trust

Cycling has long been a passion of mine, providing an outlet of relief, pleasure and fitness. I do the bulk of my own bike maintenance and have a good sense of what needs doing — and when — to keep my ride rolling. Oddly, the bicycle often brings me to many a helicopter thought. The reason being, it’s really a gyroscope: tilt it and it turns, turn it and it tilts. Equally, for such a simple means of transportation, it involves a large number of moving parts; parts that rarely get much thought until the laws of probability take hold.

Context and circumstance are everything, so imagine yours truly barrelling down a mountainside at speeds in excess of 70 kilometers per hour, hands in the drops, head tucked as the pavement below passes in a maze of grey. The sound of the freewheeling cassette was barely audible over the rush of air that passed over body and bike. The high of speed and two-wheel freedom was briefly interrupted by the clink of metal on metal. As my eyes reluctantly glanced down toward my feet, I realized I’d lost a brake pad.

Feathering my rear brake.

The immediate attention of myself and the pilot. As we scanned the caution panel, my stomach dropped as I saw that the transmission chip light had illuminated. The magnetic chip plugs on the transmission are meant to attract any ferromagnetic particles that may be derived from the internal moving parts of the transmission. The metal particles create a bridge between the magnetic plug and the housing of the detector, effectively closing the electrical circuit to illuminate the warning light.

The pilot pressed the master caution reset to no avail; the chip light would not extinguish. He motioned to me with a shrug of his shoulders in wonderment. I maintained a stoic expression but my inside voice was saying, “Hey, how about you take that collective and lower it, lose some airspeed, and get this bird on the ground?”

In that moment, a time lapse played out in my mind of every single wire crimped, nut tightened, cotter pin installed and bolt safety tied. It became an “any minute now” moment. I envisioned the masses of moving metal above me just grinding to a halt and the helicopter dropping out of the sky. Needless to say, we landed without further incident and later discovered, through removal of the chip plug, that the ferrous filings found on the plug were conducive with the normal break-in period of the transmission.

In moments of arguable fight or flight, it can be easy to default to scepticism and doubt rather than faith and confidence. If a helicopter is the sum of all its parts working in unison, then its serviceability and longevity should be the culmination of the pride, accountability and skill that forms part of our service and workmanship. As with cycling, trust in the machine needs to exist with the operator. As maintainers of these specialized craft, the instillment of such trust begins and ends with us.

For me, this is one of the highlights of any job in aviation — to see, feel and hear how the collective work and effort of a maintenance team and/or facility has resulted in a successful flight test.

"
Take off HAPPy.

Your avionics are a big investment ... an investment worth protecting. Designed for helicopter aviation operators, the Honeywell Avionics Protection Plan (HAPP) is a maintenance service program that offers full coverage for all Honeywell avionics – because the unexpected can happen. Avoid unplanned maintenance costs. Don’t worry, get HAPPy.

For more information please visit aerospace.honeywell.com/HAPP
Over 180 international exhibitors showcased their latest products and services at Helitech International — Europe’s largest helicopter tradeshow — in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, over three days in October. Run in association with the European Helicopter Association (EHA), the event included a series of workshops and seminars from business, technical and safety experts, which ran alongside a bustling show floor.

The leading original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) all had a presence at the show, including Airbus, Leonardo, Bell, Marenco Swisshelicopter, and Enstrom, as well as engine manufacturers Pratt & Whitney Canada and Safran Helicopter Engines. One of the most popular displays at the show was Leonardo Helicopters’ new virtual reality search-and-rescue (SAR) system. This allowed visitors, wearing a virtual reality headset, to experience a hoist rescue from an AW189 — using a real hoist and platform staging.

The seminar and workshop program included sessions from the Association of Air Ambulances, the European Aviation Safety Agency, Flight Ascend Consultancy, AAR Airlift Group, Waypoint Leasing, The Flying Bulls, and the European HEMS & Air Ambulances Committee.

On day one of the event, Flight Ascend Consultancy provided a detailed review of the oil-and-gas industry and how its decline has correlated closely with the downturn in international helicopter orders, while a separate session explored future trends in emergency medicine.

Attendees heard that the green shoots of recovery are appearing at the industry’s largest European tradeshow.
Safran launches 2,500 to 3,000 shp engine program

By Thierry Dubois

Safran Helicopter Engines has formally launched a 2,500 to 3,000 shaft-horsepower (shp) civil turboshaft program and is planning on having an airworthy engine ready by year-end.

The Pau, France-based company (previously known as Turbomeca) did not previously have an engine in this power range, and hopes the new development will find applications in the heavy helicopter segment. The Airbus Helicopters X6 program, still under wraps and expected to enter into service in the next decade, is understood to be the main target. Safran said it is also talking to Bell Helicopter, Leonardo and Sikorsky.

The new engine is being designed as a new-generation competitor of the well-established GE CT7, and will use technologies demonstrated on Safran’s Tech 3000 program. Therefore, compared to the CT7, it will be more compact, Safran promised. “We are talking about 20 to 25 percent more power, in the same volume,” Maxime Faribault, executive vice president for OEM sales, told Vertical. Fuel consumption will be lower than that of the CT7, by a percentage “close to two digits,” he added.

The new turboshaft’s architecture will resemble that of the RTM 322. It will house 3D-printed fuel nozzles, which is expected to shorten the manufacturing cycle. Further details on the new engine will be unveiled next year.

Entry into service could take place by the end of the decade. The public introduction of a 2,500-shp version, late this year, will be followed by a more powerful one at the end of 2017.

Safran’s largest in-production engine is the Makila 2A1, which has a takeoff power of 2,100 shp and equips the Airbus H225.
Erickson Inc. files for Chapter 11

By Oliver Johnson

Erickson Inc. filed for relief under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code in November, citing “numerous business challenges” that have impacted its operating results and asset values.

The company, renowned as the manufacturer and operator of the Erickson S-64 Aircrane, had been saddled with debt following its acquisition of Evergreen Helicopters in 2013, and the subsequent downturn in the helicopter industry appears to have been enough to force it to file for Chapter 11.

The Evergreen acquisition was later the subject of a shareholder’s class-action lawsuit, alleging a breach of fiduciary duty, that was settled in June this year with an $18.5 million payment from Erickson and the private equity company that controls it.

In Erickson’s voluntary application for Chapter 11, it said it was seeking approval of $180 million in debtor-in-possession financing, but will continue to operate “in the ordinary course of business” during the Chapter 11 process. It said it would file a consensual plan of reorganization within the first 50 days of the bankruptcy case — with the aim of exiting bankruptcy with a stronger balance sheet in early 2017.

The United States Bankruptcy Court for the Northern District of Texas approved key first day motions related to its restructuring, allowing Erickson to fulfill current key customer contracts, pay employee wages, honor existing employee benefit programs, pay certain suppliers and foreign creditors, and ensure that the company continues normal business operations throughout the financial restructuring process.

The court authorized Erickson to immediately access up to $49 million of its $66 million debtor-in-possession term financing, which the company said would, along with its approved debtor-in-possession revolver financing, provide it with sufficient liquidity to fund ongoing operations in the ordinary course of business.

“Unfortunately, Erickson is not immune to the numerous business challenges currently facing the helicopter industry which have placed downward pressure on operating results and asset values,” Jeff Roberts, the company’s president and CEO, said in a statement.

“Operational integrity and safety continue to be our top priority, and this restructuring will in no way interfere with our performance and commitment to customer satisfaction. We have examined a number of alternatives and are convinced that a formal restructuring is the most effective path forward.”

In a General and Investor Q&A posted on its website, Erickson noted that it “needs to streamline its aircraft fleet” as part of its restructuring, allowing it to lower its costs, stabilize its businesses, grow revenue, and diversify its product lines.

Following its acquisitions of Evergreen and Air Amazonia in 2013, Erickson had a mixed fleet of 86 rotary-wing and fixed-wing aircraft, including Bell 212s, 214STs, Bell 412EPs, Airbus Helicopters AS350s, AS330J Pumas, AS332 L1 Super Pumas; Sikorsky S-61 and S-76C+ helicopters; and Beechcraft 1900D and Casa C-212 Aviocar planes — in addition to the S-64 Aircrane.

However, despite the streamlining of its fleet, the company said it “[does] not anticipate additional reductions in our workforce,” which currently numbers more than 700, with 300 of those based in Oregon, where Erickson has its head office.

“Our Chapter 11 filing should in no way compromise or disrupt our ability to serve our domestic or international customers,” a Suppliers Q&A stated. “We will purchase supplies and provide services to customers just as we always have. Employees will continue to receive their paychecks in the same manner as before and suppliers and service providers will be paid for post-filing goods and services utilized in the normal course.”

Speculation that the company would be making an announcement on its financial situation was rife after it failed to release its quarterly results in early November. This followed a Securities and Exchange Commission filing that reported the resignations of board member James Welch and Quinn Morgan.
Leonardo Helicopters is working on an expanded flight envelope for the AW119Kx Koala, which it hopes to increase from 15,000 feet to 18,000 feet for takeoff and landing, and 24,000 feet pressure altitude (25,000 feet density altitude). The manufacturer is also aiming to expand the aircraft’s certification for cargo hook operation to 20,000 feet.

High altitude testing for the expansion took place from August to September in Leadville, Colorado, and according to Gianfranco Cito, Leonardo’s lead test pilot for the program, the manufacturer hopes to have certification from the European Aviation Safety Agency in early 2017. Leonardo expects Federal Aviation Administration validation to follow soon afterwards.

Cito told *Vertical* that the manufacturer has not yet decided whether the expansion will be available in the form of a kit or provided on the basis of certification, but said the ability to operate the single-engine AW119Kx (a derivative of the AW109 with skid type landing gear and Garmin G100H avionics) at high altitudes would offer new opportunities in the east and in South America.

“There are places in the east where you really need to fly high, so we hope to open a new market in that area where people flying over the mountains can use our helicopter,” he said. “We are also expanding the cargo hook operation so it can be used at really high altitude, effectively, with a significant cargo. . . . So we really hope to expand the market in areas where the mountains are very high.”

Cito said Leonardo began planning the expansion about six months ago. “We knew the Koala could perform at high altitude because it’s the same family as the [AW]109, which is already certified at 20,000 feet,” he said.

The high altitude tests used an aircraft from Leonardo’s test and demonstration fleet in Philadelphia, which was flown 1,500 miles over two days to Leadville for the program.

The test team expanded the envelope of the Pratt & Whitney PT6B-37A engine first, and, following approval from the engine manufacturer, then began expanding the helicopter’s envelope.

The testing took the Koala up to 25,500 feet density altitude, and up to 20,000 feet with the cargo hook.

“We have done all the testing required for the certification and all the failures including entry into autorotation at 25,000 feet — so we have simulated engine failure, hydraulic failure, [and] SCS [autopilot] failure, and I must say that the helicopter performed very well,” he said. “I haven’t had any stall phenomena or other issues with the rotor, and no load issues on the rotor or another part of the helicopter. So we don’t expect any life activity issue on the helicopter flying at that altitude.”

The team also performed a full autorotation to the ground at 12,000 feet density altitude — even though it wasn’t required for the certification of the expansion.

As for further development on the Koala, Cito said instrument flight rules certification was probably going to be the next step for the manufacturer, likely towards the end of 2017.

There are now 237 Koalas in operation worldwide — 65 of which are in the U.S. and Canada.
**AW169 gains max gross weight increase**

The Leonardo AW169 has obtained certification from the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) for an increased maximum gross weight kit that will provide up to 200 kilograms (441 pounds) of extra payload.

The manufacturer received approval of the kit, which takes the aircraft’s maximum gross weight to 4,800 kilograms (10,582 pounds), on Oct. 31. Leonardo said the extra payload translates into a 100-nautical-mile range extension.

Existing customers will be able to retrofit the 4.8-tonne increased gross weight kit to enhance their aircraft’s capabilities.

Leonardo said the 4.8-tonne AW169 responds to the evolving market demand for extended range and endurance in the light intermediate category.

Deliveries of 4.8-tonne AW169s were expected to start shortly after the certification was secured.

The type has already been selected for a range of duties including air ambulance, executive/corporate transport, offshore transport and utility roles by customers worldwide.

Soon after news of the increased gross weight increase was announced, the manufacturer revealed it had also secured type certification of the aircraft from the Brazilian regulator, ANAC.

Of the more than 150 agreements signed for the AW169 to date, including firm orders, framework contracts, and options, over 20 of them are from operators in Brazil, with significant success in the executive/private transport sector.

The AW169 incorporates several new technology features in the rotor system, engines, avionics, transmission and electric power generation and distribution systems.

It is part of Leonardo’s “family” of new generation helicopters that includes the AW139 and AW189 models, which share a common cockpit layout, design philosophy and maintenance/training concept.

**H135 Helionix receives EASA certification**

The Airbus H135 has received a type certificate from the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) for its new Helionix cockpit.

Airbus Helicopters said the Helionix cockpit — it’s in-house avionics system — offers operators increased mission flexibility and safety. The system has standardized features and is already available on the H175 and H145.

“The certification of the H135 with Helionix marks another milestone in the permanent evolution of this helicopter,” said Axel Humpert, head of the H135 program. “The Helionix cockpit system with four-axis autopilot significantly reduces the workload of the pilot and brings the H135 to an unrivalled level of safety due to the additional functions and mission features it adds to the H135’s capability.”

Besides the four-axis autopilot, Helionix offers an innovative cockpit layout that Airbus said helps to increase situational awareness. Designed with three large electronic displays, the cockpit is night vision goggle (NVG) compatible and includes a first limit indicator that highlights the appropriate engine instrument data for the pilot in one indicator.

Thanks to two touchscreen Garmin GPS/Nav/Comm GTN-750s, Helionix ensures an all-in-one GPS navigation and communication system. It also includes the Avidyne TAS620A traffic advisory system, which improves flight safety by assisting pilots in detecting and avoiding aircraft intersecting their flight path.

Initial deliveries of the H135 with Helionix cockpit will take place in 2017, and Norsk Luftambulanse AS — a helicopter emergency medical services operator — will be among the first commercial operators.

Ascent Flight Training, the United Kingdom Ministry of Defence’s appointed training service partner delivering for the U.K.’s Military Flying Training System, selected Airbus as the aircraft service provider for the contract’s rotary-wing element in May 2016. The U.K. MOD will be the aircraft’s first military customer.
GTX™ 345.

ADS-B TOOLS AS UNIQUE AS YOUR OPERATIONS.

Increase your mission effectiveness with the Garmin GTX 345 all-in-one ADS-B transponder. Get ADS-B Out plus ADS-B In weather and helicopter-optimized traffic on GTN™ navigators, select Garmin portables and mobile devices using Garmin Pilot and ForeFlight Mobile. All with the same footprint as most existing transponders. Learn more at Garmin.com/ADS-B.
IBF debate continues

By Jen Boyer

The heated debate over the United States Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA’s) recommended policy change concerning certification of inlet barrier filters (IBFs) continues, with the helicopter industry finally feeling hope toward a compromise. After almost a year of providing comments, input and Congressional pressure, the industry has been invited to join a committee to review the policy, which may help remove prohibitive obstacles in the proposed changes.

Used by the military since the 1960s and the civilian industry since the mid-1990s, aftermarket IBFs — passive filter assemblies that prevent airborne particles from being ingested into aircraft engines — require FAA approval in the form of a supplemental type certificate (STC).

Since the addition of an IBF to an aircraft could potentially reduce air pressure to the engine, especially once it begins to trap particles, STC applicants must provide procedures to avoid significant loss in power when an IBF is installed. Since turbine engines are designed with a power margin above minimum requirements, IBF manufacturers require periodic power assurance checks, and this has satisfied STC certification requirements to date. These power checks also let operators know when a filter must be cleaned or replaced, as increased particles in the filter will further degrade the power available.

Using this procedure, the industry’s two aftermarket IBF manufacturers, Aerometals and Donaldson, have together received more than 20 FAA STCs for IBFs, which have been installed on an estimated 7,000 aircraft and flown a collective 20 million flight hours with an exemplary safety record.

Despite these statistics, earlier this year the FAA released a draft policy statement disqualifying the current STC certification practice of performing these power checks. While FAA Rotorcraft Directorate manager Lance Gant told a crowd at the HAI Heli-Expo FAA town hall in March 2016 there are no safety concerns with current IBF certification practices, the FAA policy document stated “performing periodic power assurance checks with the IBF installed based on the original (without the IBF installed) set of installation losses is not an acceptable means of compliance.”

Instead, the FAA is calling for IBF manufacturers to work directly with engine manufacturers’ engine installation data, perform specialized flight testing, and develop new charts reflecting reduced performance data.

Both Aerometals and Donaldson have stated these new, higher requirements could potentially bring an end to aftermarket IBFs.

“This policy would shut down the aftermarket IBF industry, setting [a] precedent that could shut down all aftermarket innovation,” said Lori Symon, executive director of Aerometals. “What the FAA is requesting is extremely expensive and ultimately cost prohibitive.”

One large concern — and long-time complaint by Aerometals and Donaldson — is a general lack of cooperation from engine
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). In order to perform comprehensive engine checks, the IBF manufacturers require access to the engine installation manuals with all the engine performance data. The OEMs have sometimes refused to share this information, saying the manuals are proprietary. Without this, aftermarket manufacturers are forced to use what data is publicly available, or recreate all testing and charts from scratch — a financially prohibitive option.

At a public hearing in July, the industry came together to share its concerns with the FAA about the recommended policy change and its potential impact on a technology that has improved helicopter performance, substantially reduced the cost of maintenance, and enhanced operators’ margin of safety. Aerometals and Donaldson testified, as did Bell and Sikorsky, who each shared testimony in support of IBFs, along with several operators using IBFs.

Both Aerometals and Donaldson expressed their belief that Airbus convinced EASA to change the rules in its favor. Aerometals president Rex Kamphefner summed up the sentiment of the majority in his testimony.

“There are three companies that make inlet barrier filters. Aerometals is one. Donaldson is another. The third is Airbus for the aftermarket,” Kamphefner said. “The FAA proposes to force the two U.S. companies out of the aftermarket [through the addition of 90 new requirements to the certification process]. Only Airbus will remain active.”

Kamphefner claimed that in response to Aerometals’ meeting with the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) to discuss filter certification for the EC135, Airbus proposed regulations to EASA that only the OEM could meet. EASA adopted the Airbus-recommended regulations and in turn is pressuring the FAA to standardize its regulations with those of EASA.

“Conclusion: Standardization is the highest priority to our bureaucrats in Washington,” Kamphefner said. “Even if American manufacturers must be driven out of business; even if 25 models of legacy helicopters will be denied the benefits of filters; even if they have to lay off dozens of workers, the FAA believes that standardization with the rules developed in Europe for the benefit of European industry is the highest consideration.”

Many speakers at the hearing shared experiences of the cost-savings from prevention of engine damage IBFs have provided companies and agencies such as U.S. Customs and Border Protection, San Diego Sheriff’s air unit, and emergency medical services operators like Air Methods.

“There are more than 40 U.S. law enforcement agencies that use helicopters equipped with IBF systems, which generate millions of dollars in taxpayer savings by reducing the need for engine maintenance,” said Paul Ross, manager of sales and support for Donaldson.

Others expressed concerns about a perceived double standard, where the recommended policy changes would require higher standards than unprotected engines, as well as citing a violation of the FAA’s own Regulation 8100.16, which states a “policy statement may define a means of compliance, but it must be consistent with the language of the regulation and the regulatory preamble. Only the rulemaking process can effect changes to regulations. Policy statements must not contradict regulatory language.”

**A NEW HOPE**

Before and since the hearing, the industry has been pushing for the FAA to come to the table to discuss how the two could work together toward a mutually acceptable solution. Both IBF companies have solicited and received help from members of Congress who have in turned written to FAA administrator Michael Huerta in support of industry.

Since taking testimony in July, the FAA has publicly remained silent on its process. Despite several calls and emails to the FAA public information office and Gant, *Vertical* did not receive a response to questions regarding next steps.

However, Matthew Fortuna, Donaldson’s global general manager for Aerospace and Defense, said the FAA recently approached Donaldson and Aerometals to welcome the companies to participate in an Aviation Rulemaking Advisory Committee to review the policy. Plans for the committee are still in the works.

“We hope to work with them to highlight a clear path on what is required for STC approval, and assure it’s realistic and achievable,” Fortuna said. “And engine installations would have to be made available to aftermarket companies. Truly, from all of us, what has been encouraging in this long process is the support we’ve received from end users and the industry. We’re very encouraged that the FAA is considering a different path at this point.”

---

**Rockwell Collins pitches avionics retrofit**

**By Thierry Dubois**

At the HeliTech 2016 show in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, Rockwell Collins pitched an avionics retrofit it will formally launch at HAI Heli-Expo next year in Dallas, Texas.

The Helisure cockpit display system is now available as an aftermarket product for medium and heavy rotocraft such as the Airbus AS332 Super Puma and Dauphin, the Mil Mi-8/17 and the Bell 412, Guillaume Zini, a senior system engineer in charge of marketing for civil helicopters, told *Vertical*. The suite uses 6×8-inch displays, and various configurations, between two and four displays, can be built.

The system has been designed for straightforward interfacing with existing autopilots and flight management systems. It features synthetic vision and terrain awareness and warning systems on the main flight displays. A multifunction display can accommodate a moving map, a video feed, maintenance information, system synoptics or, as an option, a crew alerting system and engine parameters. The Helisure suite is compatible with night-vision goggles, Zini noted.

The key design driver has been to make the retrofit affordable for operators — for example, the avionics suite does not feature touchscreen. To make the hardware easy to integrate, display depth has been halved, compared to the standard found on recent helicopters.

Despite the lower cost, mean time between failure is to remain at a high level — 5,000 flight hours, according to Zini. The quality of the controls — such as knobs — is unchanged, he added.

---

Rockwell Collins is pitching its Helisure cockpit display system as an affordable retrofit for medium and heavy rotocraft. **Thierry Dubois Photo**
As a mechanic in the United States Air Force for the last eight years, Tom Burden knew the frustration of having tools slide off an aircraft as he worked on it. He spent long stretches of time working on a solution in his basement, trying to create a flexible tool tray that would grip tools while resting on the curved surfaces found on aircraft bodies and wings.

“I worked on the product to get it into production for three years, pushing to get it to raise capital and get the chemistry right,” said Burden, 26, an F-16 mechanic who joined the service right out of high school.

The result of his labor is GrypMat, a rubberized, non-marring, non-slip, anti-static tool tray designed to give mechanics a safe and secure surface to store tools without worrying about damaging an aircraft.

“No magnets, just high-end friction,” said Burden. “If it gets gunked up with grease, dust or any dirt, just running it under water using a damp rag will bring it back to life.”

GrypMat is made out of a polymer-silicone blend and has specific properties to make it resistant to Skydrol hydraulic fluid, JP-8 jet fuel and methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) solvent, said Burden.

It’s said to go where others don’t, holding tools at angles as high as 70 degrees.

“The key things that it’s doing is, it’s preventing scratches,” said Burden. “It is keeping your tools accountable, so they’re not being set inside the engine.”

GrypMat launched at the Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) AirVenture Oshkosh Fly-In and Convention in July 2016 and sold out all of its in-hand product, said Burden.

“From EAA we had a really good show, so I felt like a lot of mechanics [have] the same struggle that I was having on the F-16.”

Burden said he had been focused on the internal structures of shipment systems of Grypsion Industries — the company that created GrypMat — as well as taking orders and launching new products.

The original GrypMat measures one foot by two feet and will be revamped with new handles, a measuring system and better branding, said Burden.

At NBAA-BACE, the company also showcased a medium-sized GrypMat that measures 11 inches by eight inches and a small version that measures 11 inches by six inches.

He predicted the company would sell three times as many products at NBAA-BACE as it did at Oshkosh.

“I think the relationships gained from the show are going to be extremely beneficial,” said Burden. “There were a lot of exciting things that happened with the show.”
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DART expands European support

By Oliver Johnson

DART Aerospace has opened a sales office in the U.K. as it seeks to expand its support in Europe and firmly establish its presence in the international market.

The Hawkesbury, Ontario-based design and manufacturing company, which produces more than 5,000 products for the helicopter and aerospace industry, announced the expansion during the recent Helitech International tradeshow held in Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

Based just outside London, DART’s U.K. facility is its sixth in total, but first outside North America, and the company said it would act as a catalyst for rapid growth in a region that already represents its second biggest market.

“We’ve dealt with the European accounts from North America for a few years, but now that we’ve established a new office, we can see great growth potential — we see the difference it will make,” said Simon Langlois, marketing specialist at DART.

Working from the office will be sales representatives Lewis Brooks and Andrien Dillard, who will serve customers in Africa and Russia, in addition to those in Europe. Brooks told *Vertical* that DART has seen significant growth in its sales and support business in Europe over the last 18 months — and that the new office would help continue to expand its presence and support in the region.

“It’s all about the reactivity for us, and by having an office in the region we can now react in a timely manner and access operators much easier for support and training as well,” he said.

Brooks added that having sales representatives with in-depth knowledge of local operations and cultures is a huge benefit to customers.

“It’s important to have people who know the market they’re serving — and that’s what DART has done,” he said. “We’ve put people [in place] who know the industry, who know the customers, who know the nuances of their cultures as well, and have the full support of logistics on their time zone.

“We’re looking to expand the team, expand what we can do . . . and just build from the bottom up,” he said. “At the moment, it’s a minimal change, but it’s having a large impact, and we know where the next steps need to be.”

The development follows the company’s launch of its Approved Maintenance Center (AMC) network in January this year, which aims to give small- and medium-sized operators access to dedicated partners that are qualified to offer DART aftermarket solutions.

“We’re signing partnerships with key maintenance centers in every region of the world,” said Langlois. “We help them to promote the brand and they have all the tools in hand to promote DART within their customer base in their region. For instance, in Europe now we have a German partner, an Italian partner, French, U.K. and Spanish partners. I think it’s a good start, and we’re seeing good results.”
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Flight sim training device opens at Edmonton International Airport

A state-of-the-art helicopter flight simulation training device opened for business at Edmonton International Airport (EIA) on Nov. 10.

The HNZ Topflight $3.5-million Airbus Helicopter AS350 B2/H125 Level 7 flight training device (FTD), manufactured by Frasca Flight Simulation, provides synthetic training for one of the most popular commercial helicopter types.

It is said to be the first and only Level 7 FTD in Canada, featuring an enclosed flight deck area, physical controls and a vibration cueing system, among other features.

The new device is the latest initiative of the Alberta Aerospace and Technology Centre (AATC) and was created through a partnership involving Canadian Helicopters (an HNZ company), EIA, Frasca, Canadian North, Edmonton Economic Development Corporation (EEDC) and the Government of Alberta.

Alberta now offers complete, start-to-finish aviation training ranging from basic aviator skills to advanced technical certifications.

“We are pleased to partner with AATC with the support of EIA and the Alberta government to bring this flight simulation training device to Edmonton,” said Don Wall, president and CEO of HNZ.

“We believe that the introduction of this device into our training program will enhance our industry leading safety standards for the benefit of our crews and customers. Synthetic training is recognized by Transport Canada and our major customers as being a highly effective tool, and this FTD represents the very leading edge of technology in simulated flight.

“As a result of this acquisition, we will realize significant safety as well as environmental and economic benefits, and we expect that other operators in the industry from across North America will also want to avail of this Edmonton-based opportunity.”

While it can be argued the single-engine helicopter industry lags behind fixed-wing and multi-engine helicopters when it comes to flight simulator training, that may be changing.

“Flight training device technology in the last few years has really made strides in becoming affordable and give the high performance necessary … so that a single-engine helicopter pilot will accept it as a viable training alternative,” said Mark Olson, synthetic training flight manager for Canadian Helicopters.

Olson added he thinks it’s time to move the industry forward.

“Up till now, most emergency procedures could only be talked about,” he said, noting an instructor can’t cause a governor failure or engine fire while training pilots in real aircraft.

“You can talk about them, but when you actually give the pilot that failure, he has to actually react and muscle memory does not exist if you’ve only ever talked about stuff.”

HNZ has submitted a proposal to Transport Canada for a program that would provide about 50 percent credit for recurrent training in the simulator, with the other half completed in an aircraft.

“The check ride is still going to be done in the aircraft and we’re not changing that,” said Olson. “But all those other emergencies that you can’t do in the aircraft, we can do in here.”

HNZ hopes the simulator will provide in the range of 50 percent savings over training in a real aircraft to start with, said Olson. The simulator will be open for dry lease, and allows instructors to save training scenarios on a data stick so they can be repeated.

It also features Frasca’s TruCue simulator cueing and vibration system, which provides critical vestibular feedback to the pilots. “The visual systems are very powerful along with the vibration and the sound,” said Olson.

Response from the industry has been very positive, with many operators looking to take their training to the next level, he said.

“We don’t have accidents because our guys can’t fly helicopters,” he added. “They can fly the helicopter. It’s the decision-making model that has to now be challenged. How do they, why do they fly the helicopter into those scenarios? Why do they take off in bad weather or push the bad weather?”

Olson estimated there are around 600 AStar helicopters in Canada and 70 AStars in HNZ’s worldwide fleet. Whether the company will bring in pilots from some of its international operations for training is still under discussion, he said.

“We’re certainly going to try to get the majority of our people coming through this device.”

Olson added that Frasca was excellent to work with during the development of the simulator.

“It’s a big project, building one of these things,” he said. “You don’t order these off the shelf. It’s two years going back and forth to the factory and dealing with engineers.”

In addition to pilot training, the Alberta Aerospace and Technology Centre will act as a nucleus of technology education, research and development. AATC intends to pursue and support research and development projects that can enhance aerospace and aviation-related technology, developing economic opportunities in the technology sector that will boost economic growth for the region.
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Offshore enduring ‘unprecedented downturn’

By Oliver Johnson

An “unprecedented downturn” in the offshore helicopter sector has seen the global in-service offshore fleet fall by over 180 aircraft since the end of 2015, and resulted in up to 75 percent of the fleet being valued at below base level, according to figures released in October by Flight Ascend Consultancy.

In a seminar detailing the company’s helicopter market outlook at Helitech International 2016 in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, the company’s analysts said the current conditions — caused by low oil prices, the grounding of the Airbus Helicopters H225 and AS332 L2 Super Puma types, and fleet cuts resulting from CHC’s Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection — had hit the heavy segment particularly hard, with the number of offshore in-service heavy helicopters falling by 38 percent since the end of 2015.

“[This is an unprecedented downturn],” said Chris Seymour, head of market analysis at Flight Ascend, highlighting the situation facing those operating offshore over the North Sea.

“Undoubtedly there was already an oversupply in this market prior to the groundings, as a result of the cutbacks due to the oil price. There were around 100 combined H225s/AS332s at the start of the year [performing operations in the North Sea] that’s now being met by 79 aircraft. We calculate only 59 of these are involved in multiple daily rotations, meaning there is still spare capacity.”

The excess capacity will be exacerbated by the return of an enormous number of aircraft from CHC, which is aiming to eventually reduce its fleet from 230 to 75 aircraft.

According to Flight Ascend, CHC has already returned 70 of an initial group of 90, and among the rejected leases are 30 H225s (the vast majority of its H225 fleet), 19 AS332s, 16 Sikorsky S-76s, and 20 Leonardo AW139s.

Ben Chapman, Flight Ascend’s U.K. valuations manager, said the impact of the full fleet rationalization would probably not be felt by the market until 2018. “However, we are seeing indications of people looking at the expected oversupply of the aircraft in the market,” he said, with the impact being low valuations that “have not necessarily reached the bottom.”

“We’re seeing that 32 percent of the entire offshore operating H225 fleet is being handed back by CHC into the market,” Chapman continued. “The time it will take these aircraft to enter into the market will be key, and exactly how they will be absorbed is yet to be understood.”

Affecting this is the number of aircraft being kept in storage by their owners — a trend Chapman said was “a prudent option” given current market conditions. “We are [also] getting reports of a lot of them — not all of them — but a lot of them not being in serviceable condition,” he said. “So what we’re seeing is a delayed entry into the market for the amount of time it will take these aircraft to be returned to a saleable condition.”

The downturn hasn’t been limited solely to the offshore sector, however, with Flight Ascend’s figures revealing a total of 313 turbine civil and government aircraft deliveries up to October 2016, compared to 454 at the same point last year. Piston deliveries also fell from 171 to 131 this time last year.

While all manufacturers saw their delivery numbers drop, the figures showed that Airbus Helicopters’ share of the turbine civil and government market increased to 42.8 percent, with Leonardo overtaking Bell with 19.2 percent over 18.5 percent, through the emergence of the AW169 and the strength of the AW139.

By region, Europe increased its share of turbine deliveries to 35.5 percent (111 helicopters), while Asia-Pacific received 96 aircraft, representing the second largest amount at 30 percent.

Flight Ascend said the market for the AW169 and AW139. According to the company’s figures, deliveries in North America are set to decline, with only 70 units completed by the start of October.

Orders are also down across the board, but the emergence of the market in China was highlighted as a note of optimism. Since 2007, the number of aircraft in the country has grown by 495 percent (a total of 831 units), which compares to a growth rate of 22.5 percent in the rest of the world. Of the manufacturers, Robinson has the largest fleet in China, with 293 aircraft (a market share of 29.3 percent); followed by Airbus with 212 (21.2 percent); and Bell third at 140 aircraft (14 percent).

“The dominant models in China have been the Robinsons — R44s and R22s — and that’s to fulfill the large training requirement in the country,” said John Maloney, Flight Ascend’s fleet research manager and OEM data relationship manager, while noting that the restrictive airspace issues in China still remain a barrier to the industry’s development.

Longer term, Flight Ascend said that with a third of the total worldwide turbine fleet now being over 30 years old, there will be a significant fleet replacement opportunity over the next 10 years. The company forecasts 9,150 deliveries over the upcoming decade, representing a value of $57 billion (at 2016 base values).

Over that same period, Flight Ascend expects North America to take 33 percent of deliveries, while Asia-Pacific will pass Europe to receive the second highest number of aircraft — as long as China’s predicted continued growth materializes.

“Yes, it’s going to be a challenging year this year — and probably a challenging year next year as well — but longer term, we’re still in a growth market, and there are new models coming in to help stimulate demand,” said Seymour.
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Cougar Helicopters has officially opened its new C$44.8-million headquarters in St. John’s, Newfoundland and Labrador, more than doubling its capacity to serve the offshore oil-and-gas market in the province. The company has operated from the facility since early October, but it was officially opened Nov. 18 following a ribbon-cutting ceremony that saw Cougar’s chief operating officer, Hank Williams, joined by executives from parent company VIH Aviation Group; partner Bristow Group; oil company customers; and Newfoundland and Labrador Finance Minister Cathy Bennett.

The new facility spans two enormous buildings at St. John’s International Airport, with one containing a passenger processing terminal and the company’s offices, and the other a hangar and office space for the company’s maintenance team. Combined, the two facilities span close to 100,000 square feet, and, together with Cougar’s existing search-and-rescue (SAR) hangar and its two ramps, gives the company a footprint of about 17.46 acres across the “Cougar campus” it has created at the airport.

“This facility is an investment in Cougar’s requirements for today, but I think more importantly, it is an investment in Cougar’s requirements for the future,” said Williams at the opening ceremony. “This facility is built with about 35 to 40 percent over-capacity for what we need for current operations. That represents Bristow, VIH and Cougar’s belief in Newfoundland and Labrador, and more specifically the oil-and-gas sector, and where we believe it is going — and we want to be front and center [for] the entire Newfoundland offshore industry.” Bennett, who represents the constituency in which the company is based, said Cougar was “an important player” in the province’s oil-and-gas industry, and praised the commitment it had made in building the state-of-the-art facilities, despite the current global downturn in the sector.

“We thank you for not only your commitment and professionalism, but also the compassion and heart you have shown in trying times,” she said. “Today is about the future. It’s about a new facility designed for today and future growth. And it’s about the investments of a proud company — and proud companies — to make sure that the possibilities they see come to fruition. . . . There is no doubt that the future [for the offshore industry] is bright.”

Cougar opens $43M hangar in St. John’s

By Oliver Johnson

Cougar Helicopters has officially opened its new C$44.8-million headquarters in St. John’s, Newfoundland and Labrador, more than doubling its capacity to serve the offshore oil-and-gas market in the province. The company has operated from the facility since early October, but it was officially opened Nov. 18 following a ribbon-cutting ceremony that saw Cougar’s chief operating officer, Hank Williams, joined by executives from parent company VIH Aviation Group; partner Bristow Group; oil company customers; and Newfoundland and Labrador Finance Minister Cathy Bennett.

The new facility spans two enormous buildings at St. John’s International Airport, with one containing a passenger processing terminal and the company’s offices, and the other a hangar and office space for the company’s maintenance team. Combined, the two facilities span close to 100,000 square feet, and, together with Cougar’s existing search-and-rescue (SAR) hangar and its two ramps, gives the company a footprint of about 17.46 acres across the “Cougar campus” it has created at the airport.

“This facility is an investment in Cougar’s requirements for today, but I think more importantly, it is an investment in Cougar’s requirements for the future,” said Williams at the opening ceremony. “This facility is built with about 35 to 40 percent over-capacity for what we need for current operations. That represents Bristow, VIH and Cougar’s belief in Newfoundland and Labrador, and more specifically the oil-and-gas sector, and where we believe it is going — and we want to be front and center [for] the entire Newfoundland offshore industry.” Bennett, who represents the constituency in which the company is based, said Cougar was “an important player” in the province’s oil-and-gas industry, and praised the commitment it had made in building the state-of-the-art facilities, despite the current global downturn in the sector.

“We thank you for not only your commitment and professionalism, but also the compassion and heart you have shown in trying times,” she said. “Today is about the future. It’s about a new facility designed for today and future growth. And it’s about the investments of a proud company — and proud companies — to make sure that the possibilities they see come to fruition. . . . There is no doubt that the future [for the offshore industry] is bright.”
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Gretchen Haskins: I used to ice skate. There’s something you weren’t expecting! My dad spent all of his money paying for me to ice skate, and so then it would be a good idea for me to go to a military university that would pay for my education — and that is literally how I got into aviation. I went to the U.S. Air Force Academy and they taught me to fly. I developed a strong interest in human factors engineering, and I was hooked on aviation from there.

My whole career has been spent trying to do human factors well — trying to ensure that the people in the aviation industry have the tools, equipment, procedures, environment and leadership they need to do their jobs well. And I started doing that by flying myself, then working in the procurement of ballistic mission systems, then the design of military systems, then the certification of military systems, then in air traffic control, and then in regulation. And now, helicopters. And in all those jobs, I’ve seen different aspects of the same issues going from how people in the front line make decisions, to how people in the boardroom make decisions. I’ve really been doing the human factors engineering on that in my career, and trying to ensure that all those groups can work together towards a common cause, making the industry safe, effective, efficient, and that the people can play their part in all of that.

V: How did HeliOffshore come into being? What attracted you to join it?

G.H.: There was a group of helicopter operator CEOs that had the vision to decide that safety is not a competitive issue — it’s a collaborative issue.

Although they were fierce commercial competitors, they formed HeliOffshore, and asked me if I would be interested in setting it up and leading it. It was an offer I couldn’t resist. It was so exciting and inspirational to see what they were doing. I don’t know of another organization like it, where competitors have said, “We’ll pool our resources, we’ll pool our intellect, we’ll work together, and we’ll extend our hand to everyone who has a stake in offshore helicopter transport, including the manufacturers, the oil companies, the suppliers, the other operators worldwide, large and small, research institutions — everybody — and have an organization that’s really going to have this conversation across the industry.” What are the areas where we could focus to make the greatest different to safety? How can we get into action to get those things done, ensure that they’re planned, and that there’s a timeframe, there’s resources, and we have a way of having oversight to see if we’re getting what we really want? We call it “Global Collaboration, Frontline Results.” And I think that kind of summarizes our remit.

We don’t believe anyone should go to work and not be assured that they’re going to come home safely to their loved ones, and so we’re focused on what it will take to get there. We have a very strong safety record in our industry, many forms of transport would love to have the performance we have, but in aviation one life lost is one too many, and we’re determined to work together to ensure that we really drive performance even further.

V: How wide is your working scope as an association? Do you have representative responsibilities beyond the issue of safety?

G.H.: We figure if we get safety — if we’re doing safety really well together — everything else follows. But our only remit is safety.

V: Are offshore operations becoming safer?

G.H.: Yes. And there’s lots of evidence for that. I see improvements happening in many areas all the time. And I also see that there is more we can do, and so that’s where we’re focusing.

V: You have had tremendous growth over the two years you’ve been in existence. How have you achieved that?

G.H.: We have over 100 members from every region of the world, and we’re really excited about that. And it’s interesting to see that that’s happened at the same time as the downturn in oil prices. What I see is a huge commitment to safety in our industry, and we’re able to get things done that are difficult for any one organization to do by themselves. For example, we’ve researched improvements that could be made to the terrain avoidance warning system, that helps a crew to know if they’re coming towards an obstacle or the water. And getting something like that implemented usually takes many years, but we can get together in one room the CEOs of the suppliers, the prime contractors at the OEMs, the regulators, the operators, the oil companies and we can say: “If we all work together, this would be the critical path schedule to get it done by the end of 2017,” and they all commit to it. We’re on track to deliver it by the end of next year, and it’s just fantastic to see.

There are so many examples I could give you. We did eye tracking research to see where the pilot really looks when using an automated cockpit. It was a collaborative effort: we paid for the researcher; Airbus donated time in the simulator; and Babcock, CHC and Bristow put forward the pilots. This is providing fundamental data to help us improve procedures, training, and even future designs. Instead of everyone having to pay for that separately, we pay for it once, we pool our resources, and we can get the results.

V: The organization is not-for-profit, but how are you funded?

G.H.: People pay a membership fee to join. We have had instances of specific projects getting additional funding or donations to the group for safety projects. And we also get huge generosity from our members in terms of making their resources available. So, for example, Airbus, Sikorsky, Leonardo, and Bell are all working on flight crew operations manuals for pilots by working with teams of engineers and pilots to develop and implement the procedures. It takes time to do a project
like that. But we’ve had the commitment of resources from CEO level in those organizations to make the project a success.

V: So the current downturn in the industry hasn’t affected your funding at all? Your members are still happy to make that investment?

G.H.: Yes, and I think the reason for that is really safety is at the heart of our business and everybody gets that. This is walking the talk. They mean it. But even beyond that, I think it’s important that we’re constantly having a conversation with our members about really where the priorities are, where we should focus to get the most value, so we’re not trying to do absolutely everything. We’re trying to do a targeted and focused set of improvements, and then move on to the next and then the next. I think that’s important. The whole ethos of safety management systems is to understand your priorities, make sure you have an action plan, and make sure you have evidence of whether your actions have had the desired effect. And we’re basically just doing that as part of an industry-wide collaborative effort.

V: How similar is the helicopter world to the other work you’ve done?

G.H.: I’ve seen lots of similarities outside of aviation, and in different parts of aviation. Ultimately, you just need to have a good understanding of what are the real goals of the people in the system, and then what do they really do on a typical day, and how could you help them do it better.

I see how the communication and connectivity between what happens on the front lines and the investment decisions in the boardroom is really important. So I’ve often tried to help describe what “good” looks like for the future in the front line in a way that allows people in the boardroom to make better investment decisions and focus their resources. I’m looking at where we invest to get that performance and how we measure and judge whether we’re getting what we want.

V: Do you see the ethos behind HeliOffshore — sharing information — spreading into the mainstream helicopter industry?

G.H.: I’m a huge fan of big data. Because with big data, you can see what’s happening on a typical day, and you can start to measure safety performance, which gives you lots and lots of data quickly, and you can be proactive rather than reactive to incidents or accidents, which are thankfully quite rare. You can really see if your actions are having the required effect if you have big data, which makes safety more like productivity or finance — you can see how well you did today, and you can improve how well you’re going to do each day when you can see what’s happening.

There are certainly outputs from our collaboration that could benefit onshore helicopter operators; for example, we looked at the use of the health and usage monitoring systems, and we got all the experts in our industry together to write a best practice guidance. That’s available on our website — www.helioffshore.org — so anyone, in any sector of the industry, can download it.

We’re also producing training videos to enhance the use of automation — these will also be on our website. So we’re working to make sure everything is widely available for the benefit of all. We are as transparent as possible — our strategy, our plans, our products, our timelines and all sorts of information is on our website. If anyone wants to find out more, it is worth them going there.

This interview has been edited and condensed.
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Having to always work in a high-altitude environment makes flying for the Nevada Division of Forestry (NDF) Air Operations a constant challenge — but the terrain is some of the most spectacular in the world.

The Nevada Division of Forestry Air Operations unit plays an essential role fighting fires in the state, especially on the eastern front of the Sierra Nevada mountain range.

**SAVIOR**

The Nevada Division of Forestry Air Operations unit plays an essential role fighting fires in the state, especially on the eastern front of the Sierra Nevada mountain range.

*Story & Photos by Skip Robinson*
Although a relatively small operation with three helicopters, the Nevada Division of Forestry (NDF) Air Operations program is an extremely useful component of Nevada’s yearly firefighting efforts. The program is based at Minden-Tahoe Airport in the Carson Valley, at the base of the eastern Sierra Nevada mountain range at an altitude of 4,700 feet. This central location gives NDF the flexibility to respond to fires throughout the range.

The NDF has three Bell UH-1H “Super Huey” helicopters, and while it operates and is available to assist across the entire state, its main mission is to stay near the eastern front of the Sierras. This area ranges from the Nevada-California border in the south, to Reno in the north and west to Lake Tahoe. To the east it covers the Eastern Sierra and the Carson Valley. As such, operational altitudes range from 5,000 feet to well over 11,000 feet, but the larger and most aggressive fires normally burn at 6,000 to 8,000 feet.

“The weather conditions in these mountains, with high winds and hot summer temperatures, means the division needs to get on an initial attack immediately with as much equipment as possible,” said Tom Knight, aviation services officer and program manager with NDF Air Operations. “We have very expensive homes that are tightly fit around Lake Tahoe and the surrounding areas, so our helicopters try to start dropping water as soon as possible.”

The NDF will work with California fire agencies if a fire is crossing state lines, and it also works closely with federal agencies, which can provide multiple types of air tanker and helicopter assets during initial attack or campaign fires.

A NEED FOR POWER

The NDF procured its first helicopters in the early 1970s, when it obtained three military excess property Bell TH-13Ts — the military variant of the Bell 47G3B-1. Obtained with assistance from the United States Forest Service (USFS), these light helicopters provided aerial surveillance and command and control functions. The TH-13T turbocharged piston engine gave sufficient performance when working below 8,000 feet, but with its limited capabilities, the aircraft saw limited use around the eastern Sierra front. The NDF retired the TH-13Ts in 1991 due to their age, the difficulty of obtaining a reliable parts supply, and the need for a more suitable platform to operate in the high and hot conditions of the Sierra front.

In replacing the TH-13Ts, the NDF sought a more capable helicopter that was able to perform direct fire attack and move fire crews. The Bell UH-1H Huey ultimately took the top spot, thanks to its availability and performance. Fortunately, the U.S. Army was in the midst of retiring hundreds of excess — but still operational — UH-1Hs. In September 1993, again with assistance from the USFS, the NDF acquired its first UH-1H helicopter. A few years later, with the aircraft proving its suitability to its role, the NDF got its second UH-1H.

Since this photo was taken, the NDF has upgraded its 240-gallon Bambi Buckets to the more capable PowerFill version that allows the helicopter to use water from many more sources.

The plant lift covering the NDF’s operational terrain can vary from tall trees to low brushy growth, with each requiring different firefighting techniques.
The NDF operated the Hueys through the ‘90s and into the 2000s, but the organization’s managers knew there were performance upgrades available for the UH-1H that could give a large increase in capability.

“We operated our stock specification Hueys to [their] extreme on almost every flight, as we need to lift as much water as possible on every turn,” Knight told *Vertical*. “We start operations at 5,000 feet, exactly where the stock Huey’s performance drops off. From there we go to 6,000 to 8,000 feet on normal firefighting operations, but go well over 10,000 feet in some instances.”

Because of this, in 2006, the NDF began researching modifications to allow increase the Hueys’ performance. In the early ‘90s, the California Department of Forestry and Protection was the first to upgrade its UH-1H series to the “Super Huey” specification. These initial upgrades included replacing the original Lycoming T-53 1,400-horsepower engine to the more powerful 1,800-horsepower T53-L-703 engine. A Bell 212 main transmission, tail rotor gearbox, 212 tail boom and 212 main and tail rotor blades were then added. The increase in performance gave the California department’s UH-1H the ability to operate at well over 10,000 feet and still lift a load. After looking at the upgrades, NDF aviation managers decided they would perform some of the same modifications to their Huey fleet.

From 2006 to 2008, the NDF converted its two Hueys to the Super Huey configuration, and then added a third Super Huey. Over time, the NDF added the BLR Aerospace FastFin modification and tail boom strake kits to increase the helicopter’s high altitude tail rotor effectiveness.

The NDF then added the ability to long line and perform external load operations (with bulged pilot windows and gauges), and added tundra pads to the rear of the skids to increase the helicopter’s...
stability during snow landings. Cockpit modifications included Diamond J gauges, a Garmin color moving map system, and a global positioning system. Because the NDF does not fly at night, night vision goggle modifications were not completed in the cockpit. The NDF’s Hueys have never used belly tanks because of weight — from the beginning there has been a focused effort to keep the Hueys down to the lightest weight possible — but instead use 240-gallon Bambi Buckets with the new PowerFill function. “The Bambis with PowerFill are just awesome,” said Knight. “These give us the ability to go to virtually any stream or water source we can find to get water. We use the buckets because they save us 300 pounds over a tank and give us the ability to directly attach it to the belly during cheatgrass and sagebrush wildfires and then go to a 100-foot line to get to water sources within the tall trees of the forest.” With over 20 years of service, the updated Hueys have provided the NDF and the taxpayers of Nevada with a cost-effective, efficient and safe tool for responding to wildland fires and emergency incidents, carrying more firefighters and equipment for initial attack operations, and delivering more water in support of firefighting activities.

THE NDF TEAM

The NDF has three full-time pilots and one seasonal part-time pilot. All do annual flight reviews from Flight Check Ltd., which provides ground school and basic flight maneuvers with emergency procedures training. Other annual training includes external load and long line operations, bucket operations in long and short line configurations, one-step insertions of ground crews, and confined area landings. The pilots also continuously train in high altitude mountain flying techniques and familiarization flights in local terrain.

“Pilots really need to understand the local area and mountain ranges because the area is well known for extreme winds and local weather conditions,” said Knight. “During the summer, pop-up storms can happen, and during the winter months if we are called on a search or rescue we have to deal with the winter conditions including winds and low ceiling. The eastern Sierra front is gorgeous terrain to fly in but it can catch the inexperienced very quickly if you don’t know the area’s microclimates.” Requirements to join the team include a valid commercial pilot certificate with helicopter rating, including instrument rating, and 3,500 hours logged as pilot-in-command. Flight experience must include 250 hours of low-level flight, 250 hours conducting external load operations, 500 hours of mountain flying above 5,000 feet at mean sea level, and 100 hours of flight time within the preceding 12 months.

Coordinating the day-to-day operations of the NDF’s Air Operations crews are three full-time helicopter managers. They manage the pilot, aircraft mechanic, fuel trucks and driver during duty days. They also coordinate logistics for the aircraft support trailer and fuel truck when they relocate on a fire. The manager flies on the aircraft with the helitack crew.

During the fire season, there are nine seasonal helitack firefighters and crewmembers assigned to NDF Air Operations. On an initial attack flight, six will board an aircraft with the manager, who sits up front with the pilot. The helitack crew is trained in safely working around helicopters, helicopter management, interagency aviation training, and NDF specific training — such as wildland fire behavior, general firefighting procedures and chainsaw operations.

The helitack crew is well equipped when it boards the aircraft. Its members carry hand tools, shovels, chainsaws, brush coats, brush gear, a water bag and a 35-pound personal gear pack with

Rivers, lakes and any other water source will be utilized during a fire. Here, the Super Huey lifts a full load of water from a flowing river.
provisions for a stay overnight, including food and a medical kit. The equipment is heavy and because of the mountainous terrain and hiking required, the helitack crew is required to be in top physical condition.

During a fire, the helitack crew is flown into the area and dropped off. It will then deploy the helicopter’s 240-gallon Bambi Bucket and PowerFill pump with a 100-foot plasma line or directly attached to the belly, depending on what type of terrain the helicopter is operating in. The helicopter stays in contact with the helitack crew and provides water drops in support. The helicopter also redeployes the crews as requested.

The NDF also has two fuel trucks with two seasonal truck drivers, each carrying 1,200 gallons of jet fuel. If they know the helicopter will not be coming back to Minden to refuel, a fuel truck will depart to where the helicopter is operating, be it an airport or offsite landing area. Helicopter maintenance is provided onsite and in-house by Federal Aviation Administration licensed airframe and powerplant/inspection authorization maintenance technicians. These technicians are able to cover the daily maintenance tasks to keep the Hueys flying and will deploy with the aircraft when they work offsite.

**A CHANGE OF PACE**

During the winter months, the helicopters go into their heavy maintenance cycle, but one aircraft is normally available if it is needed by the state.

“On a limited basis, we work with the Division of Emergency Management for non-fire emergency use such as search-and-rescue or state emergency situations,” Knight said. “We get called out a few times a year to look for lost people or if they need an aircraft the size of the Huey. We are not hoist-equipped, so if [we] find someone we will do our best to land near them and get them out of the situation.

“Other than that, we also help the Nevada Department of Wildlife when they need an aircraft with more lift than the Bell 407 they fly. [We] then will use our bucket to fill water troughs/guzzlers around the state that wildlife drink from. Generally we use the winter months to prepare and do upgrades to the aircraft for the next firefighting season. After the new year we concentrate on pilot and crew training and by April or May are ready for what always seems to be an interesting fire season.”

The NDF Air Operations program has been doing its job now for four decades. The operation is cost-effective and gives the people of Nevada a strong capability for the investment. It also gives the state the ability to do initial fire attack with the goal of keeping fires to the smallest size possible.
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As it prepares to celebrate its 30th anniversary in 2017, Four Seasons Aviation is looking forward to the future with the help of a blast from the past. Over the years, the Toronto, Ontario-based operator has worked hard to establish a reputation as one of the leading providers of aerial cinematography among the major TV and film production studios, but the latest introduction to its fleet — a Sikorsky S-58ET — promises to allow the company to take full advantage of the growing number of construction opportunities in Canada’s largest city.

By Oliver Johnson
Photos by Mike Reyno & Andy Cline

Toronto’s Four Seasons Aviation has turned to one of the classics — a Sikorsky S-58T — to expand its presence in the flourishing aerial construction sector in Canada’s largest city.
filming business, along with corporate charter, corporate aircraft management, and at one point even offered flight training (for which it used a Robinson R22 in association with Kitchener, Ontario-based Great Lakes Helicopters). It also became an authorized service center for AgustaWestland (now known as Leonardo Helicopters), importing many aircraft from the manufacturer for Canadian customers.

Today, aerial cinematography makes up the bulk of Four Seasons’ workload, for which it primarily uses an Airbus Helicopters AS355F1 TwinStar. It still has a Bell 206B JetRanger (which is generally offered as the most cost-effective solution for customers), but it’s the company’s newest arrival that represents its hope for growth in the future. The S-58ET, which arrived at Four Seasons’ headquarters at Downsview Airport (just north of downtown Toronto) in September, will provide the company with the perfect tool to further expand its growing aerial lift business, offering the capability to lift up to 4,500 pounds (2,040 kilograms).

It was brought to the company through a partnership with local mechanical construction firm Sprint Mechanical Inc.; the funding for the purchase was provided by Sprint Mechanical’s owner Albert Salvatore. The ties between the two companies were established when Ian Bergeron, now Sprint Mechanical’s VP of safety and legal affairs (and also a commercial fixed- and rotary-wing pilot) first began exploring the routine use of helicopters on construction projects in 1992. He was working at a different company at the time, and met Tommasini while on a project at Yorkdale Shopping Centre (a major mall in the city), for which Tommasini provided the fuel. Over the following years, the two continued to work together...
According to Sprint’s Ian Bergeron, the owners of Toronto’s Yorkdale Shopping Centre have calculated that each parking spot at the mall is worth $15,000 per day of revenue — so losing dozens of spots for several days to use a ground crane for construction is deemed an unacceptable loss. The speed of a helicopter is therefore seen as hugely valuable.

“It flies so nicely, it’s like a fixed-wing in the air — it’s that stable. There’s little vibration except for translational lift when you’re coming in. You could cut a diamond on the dash. It’s the smoothest ship I’ve ever flown.”

— Ian Bergeron, VP of safety and legal affairs, Sprint Mechanical Inc.
be held up at the border — or be dispatched to fight fires at the last minute — left them vulnerable.

“We said the only way to do this is to get our own machine and base it here,” said Bergeron. The Bell 212, 214, Airbus Helicopters AS332 Super Puma, and Sikorsky S-61 were all considered, but they were thought to not have the lifting performance required, poor parts availability, or were too expensive to purchase or run.

“It came down to what machine is worth its weight in gold, can make money, has got a history of it, and what machine can we repair and look after?” said Bergeron. “David and I kept coming back to the [S-]58ET. It’s 13,000 pounds gross weight, around 8,000 pounds empty. The price was right and it was available.”

Salvatore said the aircraft’s lifting capabilities were the deciding factor. “We spent some considerable time researching it, and with the ability to lift around 4,500 pounds, it can look after most of the lifting needs for Sprint Mechanical,” he said. “And once the word is out among our customers, I think it will open up even more doors for us.”

**FINDING THE 58**

To help find the right aircraft, Tommasini enlisted the help of Matt Trahearn, director of maintenance at Heli-Lynx, which performs most of Four Season’s heavy maintenance. Trahearn had worked on S-58Ts earlier in his career at Hydro One.

“They were looking for an aircraft that could lift 4,500 pounds, and this kind of fit into the category where they didn’t have to get something really expensive, and at the same time, the [PT6T-3] engines are still maintained by Pratt & Whitney, so we still get support from them,” he told *Vertical*. “It’s a great aircraft — and very quiet for its size. It’s got great visibility for the pilot to do sling work, so I thought it would do them well in the construction business.”

Trahearn accompanied Bergeron and Tommasini on a visit to Fate, Texas-based California Helicopter Airways, Inc. — the owner of the S-58’s type certificate — to see a newly-rebuilt aircraft.
“The aircraft was basically as new an S-58ET as you’re going to find anywhere in the world, because it had been totally basically rebuilt,” said Trahearn, “and it was rebuilt for the type of operations [Four Seasons] wants to do.”

California Helicopter has specialized in the S-58 and S-58T since 1970, purchasing the support program for the aircraft from Sikorsky in 1981 before buying the type certificate about 18 months ago (along with the type certificates for the S-62 and S-55). It provides all the support for the aircraft, manufactures parts and maintains the fleet, as well as gradually rebuilding the odd airframe.

“This was the second S-58T we’ve built in the last seven years,” Brad Ladue, California Helicopter’s CEO, told Vertical. “It takes us about five years to build one. I told Four Seasons that they could take a look at it, but it wasn’t really for sale. They came down and said it was the best one they’d found and they wanted to buy it.”

Ladue has over 26,000 hours in the S-58, and serves as the training pilot for those new to the type. “I’ve trained quite a lot of pilots in this over the years, and many are still flying them. It doesn’t have all the technology you see in newer aircraft, obviously, but it flies really nicely, really smoothly,” he said. “It’s a great lifting platform if you’re doing external loads, and that’s what we do with them — firefighting.”

Trahearn said the group was particularly impressed with the support offered by Ladue’s firm. “Because I hadn’t really looked at the S-58 for a long time, I was worried what parts and supplies and support was like for this aircraft,” he said. “But in visiting California Helicopter’s facility, we felt very comfortable that they have a good setup of spare components and parts. It kind of gave you the warm and fuzzy feeling that they can provide the level of support we wanted.”

FLYING THE AIRCRAFT

Bergeron and Tommasini took the type rating on the S-58T, which took about five flight hours each. “By the end I was really feeling comfortable,” said Bergeron. “It flies so nicely, it’s like a fixed-wing in the air — it’s that stable. There’s little vibration except for translational lift when you’re coming in. You could cut a diamond on the dash. It’s the smoothest ship I’ve ever flown.”

He also praised the aircraft’s maneuverability, tail rotor authority, and power. “The good thing about that [power] is confidence for us,” he said. “If we’re doing long line work, and an engine does start giving us a problem, then you know that you’ve got enough power to put the load either down safely or where you want to put it, then you can land it.”

Tommasini said the number of doors the S-58ET would open was “pretty much unlimited” due to the aircraft’s capabilities. “We can do the lift work, we can get into working on forestry, and we’ve got other customers that we can probably spin off as time goes on,” he said. “There are good opportunities to expand the usage quite considerably. It all depends how much we want to go ahead and do it. But we’re looking at building up the program slowly.”

For now, it will be used primarily on construction jobs and kept in Ontario to ensure availability for Four Season’s contractor customers. “We bought the
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machine because it makes economic sense — we don’t need to fly it 500 hours a year to make money,” said Bergeron. “We did it based on a low number of hours per year, because we want it available for the contractors.”

While the relationship between Sprint Mechanical and Four Seasons was only formalized this year with the purchase of the S-58T, the two had already built a highly successful partnership to gain and complete construction contracts across the Greater Toronto Area over the past few years.

“One of the things we started doing is we had very detailed engineering plans for each lift,” said Bergeron. “But then we also offer hands-on training for the crew... We engineer the rigging, we design the attachment points, we figure out where the center of gravity is going to be, [and] we fly a certain way. So when we work on a job, [Sprint Mechanical] works on all the design phase, and the planning, and David looks after the aviation side.”

The training includes a classroom session, a safety talk, and about an hour in the field — and is included in the price quoted to customers — a value-added benefit they appreciate, said Bergeron. The team’s intimate knowledge of the construction and aviation businesses has also allowed them to offer clients a variety of options for some lifts. “We know what you need to do the job, how we can lift it, and how can make the job efficient,” he said.

AN ESTABLISHED PRESENCE

While the S-58T offers Four Seasons an exciting new revenue stream, the bulk of the company’s work remains in aerial filming. Recent work has included Good Witch, Designated Survivor, and Robocop, as well as providing aerials across Canada for the National Hockey League, Canadian Football League Grey Cup championship, and Toronto Blue Jays baseball games.

“It’s been pretty steady over the years,” said Tommasini. “There’s the dollar exchange working in our favor right now, but the film infrastructure in Toronto is very good as well — the
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The aircraft was purchased from Fate, Texas-based California Helicopter Airways. The company owns the S-58’s type certificate, and as well as providing support for the type, rebuilds the occasional aircraft as time permits.
crews, the facilities and the support stuff — and we’re just part of that infrastructure.”

The TwinStar does most of the film flying, with its twin engines providing an additional layer of safety for the production companies, while it also has the ability to accept a wide variety of mounts and camera systems, including Cineflex, Shotover and Wescam.

“We took a chance when we bought it — we were the only twin engine aircraft in Toronto at the time,” said Tommasini. “We decided to take the plunge, and it’s been a great aircraft. It’s very versatile, we can do all kinds of different work, and it performs very well. It’s very reliable, it’s safe, and it gives me that extra cushion with the twin engine that really pays off in a lot of circumstances. So it’s been a great little machine for us.”

Tommasini serves as Four Season’s primary pilot, with one backup pilot and Bergeron rounding out the company’s flight team. Tommasini also performs maintenance on the aircraft, along with director of maintenance Libor Bocek and maintenance engineer Rahmatullah Rahimi.

“Mostly it’s just routine maintenance,” said Bocek. “The film work is not highly demanding on the machine. It gets maintained on a day-to-day basis, and it’s a reliable aircraft, so we haven’t really had any outstanding issues with it.”

In terms of bringing the S-58ET into the company’s fleet, Bocek was tasked with preparing the documentation for approval by Transport Canada. “It was a fair bit of work, but probably it was no different to any other twin engine helicopter out there,” he said. “There was a little bit of a learning curve, but it was a good experience for us.”

Bocek said that, while it was still early days with the aircraft, he was happy with what he has seen so far. “When I first opened up and had a look under the cowlings, and had a look around the machine, I was very impressed for something designed and built back in the ’50s,” he said. “The level of engineering is very impressive.”

Four Seasons’ specialization to date has, to a large extent, insulated it from the kind of pressures faced by many other utility operators in the current economic climate. And with the S-58ET joining its fleet and diversifying its operations, it is in the enviable position of being able to plan for growth.

“We’ve kind of carved our own little niche and we’re happy to be where we are, doing what we do, and specializing in what we have,” said Tommasini. “There’s always new challenges, new things to do, and our biggest task is being able to adapt to that, with our customers, with the environment, with the economy, with new technology, and meet the requirements that everybody wants. What we’re doing this year, we weren’t doing last year, and the year before was a little different as well. I think all the operators are the same. If you want to stay in business, you’ve got to be able to be flexible.”
PEOPLE MAKE IT POSSIBLE

“The U.S. Army had corrosion problems with the transmissions of their Chinook fleet; we had the solution. We fly Chinooks so we know the problems and how to fix them.”

Paul Leach is the Director of Military Maintenance for Columbia Helicopters. With 5 years of military service and 23 years with Columbia, he’s the man for the job. Paul is a native of Oregon, decorated Gulf War Vet, and one of the over 800 proud employees that separate Columbia Helicopters from the rest.

“Seeing our solutions make a difference for the folks who defend our freedom, that’s what I get excited about. There is no better feeling than knowing we’re helping our soldiers come home safe.”

Read Paul's full story and others at colheli.com/ourstory/faces.
With its new FastFin kit for the Airbus Helicopters H125, BLR Aerospace has created a margin enhancer that also makes a notoriously squirrelly aircraft a pleasure to hover.

Story by Jon Bourke  |  Photos by Dan Megna
BLR Aerospace’s test bed H125 flies near Gunnison, Colorado, in October 2016, near the end of a two-year development program. The company’s FastFin system for the H125 will soon be available both as a retrofit kit and a factory option on new aircraft.
In addition to a tailboom strake and vortex generators, the FastFin kit for the H125 includes an aerodynamic tailboom cowling with improved heat shield. Although stainless steel on the test bed aircraft, the production heat shield will be made of aluminum to save weight.

Unlike BLR’s FastFin kits for Bell medium helicopters, the H125 kit does not alter the vertical stabilizer.
eight is the enemy of flight, and flight is achieved in an aircraft only by compromising desired flight performance as demanded by gravity. Whether in the structure, airfoils, drive system or fuel capacity, all aircraft designs are compromises to some degree dictated by weight.

Most single-main-rotor helicopters rely solely on an engine’s power output to provide both the lifting thrust of the main rotor, and the tail rotor thrust for overcoming main rotor torque and achieving directional control. Although greater performance margins could be achieved by using a larger main rotor and tail rotor, these would require more power and thus a larger engine, which would require a larger fuel supply and a stronger drive train — creating a cycle of increasing weight and diminishing performance returns.

Enter BLR Aerospace, which has a very different approach to improving aircraft performance. Founded in 1991 as Boundary Layer Research, BLR has a long history of developing performance-enhancing aerodynamic modifications for both fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft (see p.96, Vertical, Oct-Nov 2014). Rather than increasing power and thereby weight, BLR’s modifications redirect existing airflow more efficiently, taking advantage of “free energy” from the airflow of the main rotor downwash to relieve some of the burden on the engine.

In the rotorcraft industry, BLR is best known for its “FastFin” kits for Bell medium helicopters, which deliver improved hot-and-high performance and tail rotor authority using a tailboom strake and modified vertical fin. Although Bell Helicopter was initially wary of the FastFin system, it proved to be so effective and popular with customers that Bell licensed use of BLR’s supplemental type certificate (STC) for the technology and has made it standard on all new Bell 412EP and EPI helicopters. I have first-hand experience with the FastFin system through my position as chief pilot of Helicopter Express in Atlanta, Georgia, as a number of the Bell 205 A-1s in our firefighting fleet are equipped with BLR’s modifications.

So, I’ve long been familiar with what the company’s engineers can offer for those who work on the back side of the power curve.

In addition to 205 A-1s and other Bell models, the Helicopter Express fleet includes a number of Airbus Helicopters H125 (formerly AS350 B3e) and earlier AS350 B3 aircraft. We use these for firefighting, external load work, and short-haul search-and-rescue operations across the western United States, including the Rockies, the Teton and Wind River Ranges of Wyoming, California’s Sierra Crest, and Washington’s Mount Rainier and North Cascades — all very rugged areas that can leave a pilot short on control margin very quickly. Our pilots frequently perform difficult rescues at pressure altitudes up to 14,500 feet and density altitudes as high as 18,000 feet, where any performance advantage counts.

Now, BLR has developed a FastFin system for the H125, which will soon be available as a retrofit kit as well as a factory option for new aircraft. When I was offered the opportunity to fly BLR’s own modified H125 test bed aircraft, I naturally jumped at the chance to see just what enhancements BLR has developed for the “Squirrel,” and how they perform on that airframe from a working perspective.

BLR expects to certify a net increase in useful load as high as 130 pounds (59.1 kilograms) in hover out-of-ground-effect.

The strake has been designed to be structurally isolated from the tailboom, thus avoiding concerns that it might lead to cracking.

BLR has opted to use high-quality aerospace-grade Ketema fasteners as attachment hardware on the tailboom. Sometimes referred to as “speedy screws,” they make removing and installing the cowling a breeze without fear of breaking a fastener.
A DIFFERENT KIND OF ‘FASTFIN’

For my test flight in mid-September, I traveled to Gunnison, Colorado, where a leased hangar at the Gunnison–Crested Butte Regional Airport served as BLR’s base of operations for the H125 flight test program.

Joining me were BLR president Mike Carpenter and Dan Smith, the company’s director of helicopter programs and experimental test pilot. At the time of my visit, the company was wrapping up a two-year development program that had included over 160 hours of flight testing. All of the company’s baseline unmodified and modified flight test regimes had been completed and the data collected; BLR was waiting on the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to schedule the final validation flight tests for the STC approval.

What I saw on the H125 test bed aircraft in the BLR hangar was not quite what I was expecting. Unlike BLR’s FastFin modifications for Bell medium helicopters — in which a significant amount of sheet metal is surgically removed from the aircraft’s vertical fin — the mods to the H125 are much kinder on the airframe.

All of the original vertical and horizontal fin sheet metal remains intact, as does the tailboom. The tail rotor drive shaft covers are replaced by what BLR describes as an Advanced Tailboom Aerodynamic Cowling, which modifies the left side of the tailboom into an aerodynamic surface that more closely resembles an ideal wing. Vortex generators on the left side of the boom further enhance the lift produced by that side, while a small strake reduces lift on the right side of the tailboom.

An efficient heat shield has been designed into the replacement for the tail rotor drive shaft cover, providing an improved thermal barrier to protect driveshaft bearings during hovering and low-speed flight. Although the test bed aircraft I flew was equipped with a stainless steel heat shield, BLR is planning to replace this with an aluminum version in the production kits. This will save about eight pounds (3.6 kilograms), for a total installed weight of 21 pounds (9.5 kilograms). The added weight of the kit will more than pay for itself, however, as BLR is expecting to certify a net increase in useful load as high as 130 pounds (59.1 kilograms) in hover out-of-ground-effect (OGE). The company estimates that installation of the kit will take about 100 to 120 man-hours.

The test bed aircraft is owned by BLR, which decided to purchase an aircraft outright in order to proceed with the development program more efficiently. According to Carpenter, Airbus Helicopters was very “open-minded and encouraging” when BLR approached them about the project, and has been supportive throughout — as evidenced by the fact that the manufacturer will be offering the kit as a factory option as soon as it is certified.

As Carpenter noted, unlike Bell medium helicopters, the H125 does not have a reputation as a tail-rotor-limited aircraft — although it’s

While the FastFin kit delivers most of its benefits on the back side of the power curve, it does not present any adverse effects in cruise or autorotative flight.
certainly known to be a bit “nervous” in an in-ground-effect (IGE) hover, in keeping with its international model name, Écureuil or Squirrel. So, operators may be skeptical of just how much of a difference these modifications will make. To find out, I went up in the air with Smith for a 1.5-hour test flight.

**NO MORE JITTERS**

Smith and I tried to get an early start so we could accomplish most of the flight in calm to no-wind conditions, duplicating the FAA’s required flight test environment in which the official data was taken. I also wanted to ensure that I could accurately assess what I felt in the controls in order to compare that to what I was used to. We began with a pre-flight inspection of the entire aircraft, covering all normal items plus the modifications done for the STC. There wasn’t anything that particularly increased the time or complexity of the inspection, a testament to the no-nonsense design of the kit. Although I was very used to flying our H125s at the density altitudes we would see that morning (around 8,500 feet), I also wanted to give myself a familiar benchmark by flying it at a mission gross weight I knew well. So, after a detailed pre-flight operational briefing and plan of action review, we loaded the aircraft with carefully weighed shot bags and fueled it to reflect my typical mission load and fuel quantity, for a gross weight of around 4,900 to 5,000 pounds (2,220 to 2,265 kilograms).

The aircraft was still equipped with the telemetry displays and sensor package it had for the data-gathering test flights, so the cockpit was pretty busy, but Smith showed me where the pertinent information was displayed so we could both refer to it during the flight for reference and comparison. Our flight was also recorded with high-quality video and audio so that anything we noted could be reviewed afterwards. Start-up and run-up completed, systems checked, telemetry and displays on and working, data link to the hangar verified, communications checked — then Smith let me take the controls for the flight. I slowly came to a skids-light condition and held that for a bit to let things stabilize and get a feel for control responses and deflections. I was making a conscious effort to look at my pedal position while I picked the aircraft up to a hover of around four to five feet. I was anticipating some pedal displacement difference from an unmodified aircraft, I just wasn’t sure how much.

In this IGE hover (four to five feet per Airbus charts) I immediately felt at ease with the handling on all axes; there were no unwelcome surprises. Heading control felt like it was benefiting from a stability augmentation system; some pedal turns in both directions had me noting aloud that the inputs had a smoother, “damped” quality to them, but with no reduction in authority. I hover taxied out to the main runway for a departure to the west and again found myself noting aloud that the typical Squirrel IGE jitters — associated with inconsistent airflow under and around the aircraft — seemed to be much less of a bother, possibly due to the fact that the heading wasn’t being disturbed and the typical unconscious pilot pedal dance wasn’t happening to jar things around.

All Squirrel pilots know how to hover smoothly; they either hover above five feet to get out of the disturbed air, or take the easy
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BLR’s patented FastFin® technology will be available for both new H125s and as an aftermarket modification. www.BLRaerospace.com/4811 | 425.405.4811
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way out and do a no-hover departure from lift-off. The latter is a bad habit that has led to some serious accidents when pilots have forgotten to re-energize their tail rotor servo hydraulic power in dual-hydraulic AS350 models (more on that in a bit). Flying the BLR aircraft led me to remark, “It’s like we have training wheels!” Many pilots will appreciate this particular aspect of the kit, since it will inspire confidence to smoothly handle pinnacle, dolly and other technical landings with much less stress.

The takeoff roll was done gradually from an IGE hover down the centerline of the runway for a visual heading reference (we had no wind). Anyone who flies the Squirrel knows to expect a fairly pronounced left pedal input to keep in trim while accelerating through 25 to 35 knots indicated airspeed, due to the increased efficiency of the upper asymmetrical vertical fin. Remember I said I was making a conscious effort to look at my pedal position to see any differences? Well, as we accelerated through translational lift and the airspeed increased, I was surprised at the fact that there was much less of a pedal movement to achieve trim.

I shared this observation with Smith and worked it out as we climbed for pattern altitude. Remember I said I was making a conscious effort to look at my pedal position to see any differences? Well, as we accelerated through translational lift and the airspeed increased, I was surprised at the fact that there was much less of a pedal movement to achieve trim.

I shared this observation with Smith and worked it out as we climbed for pattern altitude. It wasn’t that my trimmed pedal position was any different than it would have been in an unmodified aircraft, it was the fact that I started out from much less of a right (power) pedal position in the hover. Now I realized just how much closer my pedal position in the hover was to the zero-thrust position compared to an unmodified aircraft. Smith and Carpenter had previously told me that the IGE pedal margin improvements were less significant than the OGE margin improvements “due to the slower, less uniform airflow around the tailboom in IGE.” If that was true, and I still noticed the takeoff pedal position difference… I chuckled in anticipation of the maneuvers to come.

CONTROL MARGIN WHERE IT COUNTS

Once established in the pattern, I did a normal approach to the centerline followed by a higher power, slower speed profile typical of an external load approach to a spot in the trees — at a fairly steep angle and below translational lift, since there was no wind. Normally in that condition the right pedal would be displaced a good bit, as the tail rotor would be providing all the anti-torque and heading control. Our weight was within the standard hover OGE chart gross weight that guarantees authority in 17 knots relative wind from all directions, so I wasn’t expecting to have a whole lot of right pedal pushed in anyway. However, I was really pleased when the actual amount of right pedal I used for the entire approach to a hover was just a hair past even pedal (with
the zero-thrust position being about a half-inch left pedal forward in a correctly rigged aircraft.

I actually felt so confident in the ability to manage heading using induced flow at that point that I talked Smith into letting me do a load-compensator-assisted hydraulics-off approach to a square helipad south of the runway. (Although nonstandard, training in this procedure is a necessity for my pilots doing human external cargo rescues in the mountains, and we practice it routinely.) I isolated the tail rotor servo with the collective switch while in cruise flight on downwind and felt that familiar pressure on the left foot as we reduced power to shed airspeed for the approach. Since the load compensator is optimized for assisting a pilot in overcoming the force required to input right pedal for low-to-no-airspeed flight with no hydraulic pressure assistance, the BLR kit doesn’t change the fact you have to push hard on the left pedal in low-power trimmed forward flight. What became apparent to me, though, is how much extra control margin the modified aircraft had when the airspeed dropped well to the backside of the power curve and then to zero airspeed as power was slowly applied. I was actually able to take my feet off of the pedals after pulling OGE hover power in a slow descent to a 10-foot hover. I never needed the assistance of the load compensator to input any right pedal for the hover. The fuel burn had reduced our gross weight, of course, but we were still at an 8,500-foot-plus density altitude!

I held the 10-foot hover over the helipad for 45 seconds or so to feel what it took for any commanded heading changes. Light pressure on the right pedal with load compensator assistance yielded more than adequate control, and easing that pressure back to an even-pedal position held heading with just a slight turn to the left. Left pedal input yielded a highly controllable torque turn due to the fact that the tailboom was still helping provide some anti-torque force. I then executed a near-vertical climb (still below translational lift) to see how much, if any, additional right pedal input I would need to maintain my heading. After applying enough power to start a 200 to 300 foot-per-minute climb, I initially had to put some pressure on the right pedal. However, as soon as the climb started and the induced flow across the tailboom increased, I took that pressure off to a near-zero-thrust pedal position and safely, controllably climbed out to pattern altitude, where I restored hydraulic pressure assistance to the tail rotor servo. To operators like myself who perform human external cargo work — which requires pilots to carry their people back to safety in the event of a malfunction — this modification makes hydraulic failures in the dual-hydraulic-equipped Squirrel seem like a non-event, even in the most challenging of conditions.

WRAPPING UP

Our next order of business was to perform autorotations from altitude in both minimum rate of descent and maximum glide configurations to see whether the modifications that provide such a significant amount of anti-torque force in forward flight are detrimental to left pedal authority in unpowered flight. Not surprisingly, they are not, since the kit is designed to work with main rotor downwash and that airflow is reversed in autorotation. I couldn’t
The FastFin kit for the H125 is a great margin-enhancing device that can also be a production enhancer, if an operator elects to take advantage of the additional fuel or payload capacity.
notice any change to the available left pedal authority, even at 80 knots indicated airspeed, where almost all of that pedal authority is used in overcoming the effect of the upper vertical fin.

Smith then demonstrated to me, in experienced test pilot form, the measurable amount of pedal margin available over the baseline unmodified aircraft by flying a straight line down the centerline of the runway in the same fashion as required for FAA testing. The telemetry was displayed on the two monitors in front of the pilot and copilot positions (part of that busy cockpit I mentioned before) and transmitted back to the hangar in real-time. This sequence was first performed in BLR’s aircraft in an unmodified condition to establish baseline data, then repeated in the modified condition in near-identical conditions.

We began our run from an OGE hover of around 40 feet (measured by radar altimeter) in near-zero-wind conditions. Using GPS as a reference for simulated relative wind speed, Smith began to translate 90 degrees sideways down the runway. The display showed me the actual amount of pedal displacement needed to hold heading, as measured by sensors attached to the pedal controls. During the actual test sequences, individual runs representing all the relative wind conditions required for certification were performed. However, I asked Smith to show me only the conditions that most pilots really care about: 90-degree and rear-quartering left and right relative winds.

I wasn’t privy to the unmodified runs, but Smith demonstrated to me a level of heading control that showed a capability above that of the other H125 aircraft I have flown. According to Smith, BLR has proven adequate control margins in relative wind conditions of up to 35 knots in the modified aircraft.

After that demonstration, it was time to head back. I had no doubts about what the BLR team had managed to achieve; it was now up to the FAA to fly the aircraft and hopefully come to the same conclusion.

It was clear to me that the FastFin kit for the H125 is a great margin-enhancing device that can also be a production enhancer, if an operator elects to take advantage of the additional fuel or payload that can be carried in hot-and-high conditions. The modifications provide more control margin in high-altitude conditions, and a better comfort margin for critical work. This is in addition to the improved handling qualities that make the aircraft a lot smoother to land and hover. I also see potential for the kit to reduce long-term wear and tear on components by alleviating thrust loading on the tail rotor spider bearing, pitch links and control rod, and also possibly extend the life of the half-shell bearings.

With a list price of US$69,950, the BLR kit isn’t cheap, and some operators may not be able to justify the additional expense. If you fly for one of them, just hope you don’t have a chance to see what you’re missing. My impressions of the aircraft were best summarized in an offhand comment I made to Smith and Carpenter after my flight: “It would really suck to get used to this then have to go back to fly an aircraft without it.”

Jon Bourke has been the chief pilot of Atlanta, Georgia-based Helicopter Express since 1999. He has served as chief pilot (Parts 135/133/137), company instructor, and check airman for three different companies, in addition to owning his own helicopter company. He has worked as a pilot throughout Europe, the Caribbean, and North, Central, and South America, and has extensive experience flying on USFS, USFWS, NPS, BIA, BLM, and DOD contracts.
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PURSUING A Passion
Headquartered in south Texas, Westwind Helicopters has emerged as a premier Federal Aviation Administration part 133, 135 and 137 operator serving primarily the oil-and-gas and utility industry throughout the region and offshore in the Gulf of Mexico.

Bob McCoy took a leap when he left a highly successful career in another field to purchase Westwind Helicopters — but his passion for aviation has helped turn it into a major player in the Gulf of Mexico.

Story & Photos by Dan Megna
It’s hard not to admire the confidence and fortitude it takes to pull the plug on a successful, secure and lucrative career to pursue a passion held since childhood. But when that passion is aviation, for many of us, it kinda makes sense.

Growing up in south Texas, Bob McCoy had his first taste of aviation while hanging out at the local airport with his grandfather, who worked as a mechanic on ag-spray aircraft. Young McCoy would even get rides in the hoppers of the planes, which fueled his interest to learn to fly. He earned his private fixed-wing pilot’s certificate by the age of 17, and, soon afterwards, gained his commercial fixed-wing certificate.

In the early 1980s, McCoy embarked on what would become a long-term career in the oil-and-gas industry. He spent 19 grueling years working offshore on production platforms in the Gulf of Mexico. His work schedule — typically seven or 14 days on/off — provided him with large blocks of time to spend sharpening his flying skills.

Within a few years, McCoy’s fascination turned to helicopters. He discovered an old Bell 47G during his travels that was in need of a great deal of work to restore it to flying condition. In spite of the aircraft’s shabby shape, he was inspired at its potential. He dug deep into his savings and even took a $6,000 bank loan — and the old machine was his.

McCoy devoted a year to personally restoring the Bell 47. This provided him with the experience to attain his airframe and powerplant (A&P) certificate, and eventually his commercial helicopter pilot’s certificate.

With the Bell 47 back to airworthy condition, local ranchers offered McCoy work, often flying seven days a week performing wildlife and cattle management. He later obtained his Federal Aviation Regulations part 137 certificate (allowing him to perform agricultural spray operations), and launched his own part-time agriculture spray venture, which he called McCoy Helicopter Services.

The spray work often required McCoy to spend extended time away from his oil-and-gas job, and for those projects lasting 45 to 60 days, he needed to use his vacation time. “I did that for two years,” said McCoy. “Heck, I’d give rides or do anything to turn a dollar with the aircraft.”

In 1996, the oil-and-gas company reassigned McCoy to a shore-based office position in Lafayette, Louisiana, where he was responsible for managing production facilities from Texas to Mississippi. But with a demanding schedule, there was little time for McCoy to work in the helicopter business, and he decided to sell the Bell 47. “With all the insurance and the maintenance, I couldn’t afford an aircraft without working it,” he said.

Five years later, McCoy was again reassigned, this time to a position overseas managing oil-and-gas properties. The new role came with large blocks of time off, giving him the opportunity to get back to his beloved helicopter flying.

He purchased a new helicopter — a Robinson R22 — and went back to work. He started with the same type of work he’d been doing before, and then began offering instruction, too. “I’d

A portion of the Abbeville, Louisiana, crew. From left: Neil Collins (chief pilot), Mark Bynum (BD), Bob McCoy (president), Harry Sowle (lead pilot), Dean Simpson (pilot), Amy Winch (customer service representative), Myron Hillers (director of maintenance), Jesus Colmenero (pilot).
Westwind expects to have a second Sikorsky S-76 in service before the end of the year to enhance capabilities offshore.

Pilot Doug Greenwald escorts his passengers to the aircraft for a morning flight from the Abbeville base. This facility handles the majority of the company’s crew shuttles to and from offshore platforms.

Ben Campos monitors each aircraft’s flight and communications using Outerlink and Sky Connect.

An idyllic setting for Westwind’s Santa Fe, Texas, headquarters — complete with a fishpond in the shape of Texas.

Aircraft maintenance technicians Jeremy Copper and Nathan Fowler are based at the Abbeville base, which handles the majority of the company’s maintenance.
go overseas for 28 days and come home for 28 days and I’d work as much as I could flying the helicopter,” he said.

**A CHANGE OF DIRECTION**

By 2007, McCoy found he’d had his fill of living and working overseas, and began looking for opportunities back in Texas. He decided to leave the large oil-and-gas company and strike out on his own, forming a contracting company doing what he knew best — managing small oil-and-gas production facilities.

In the back of his mind, however, McCoy missed flying — and often considered the many ways he could put helicopters to work throughout south Texas and the Gulf Coast region. Then he saw a classified advertisement in *Trade-A-Plane* that would change his life. Rick Fleischer, the owner of Westwind Helicopters, Inc., a small operator based near Sacramento, California, was calling it quits. After more than 20 years of mostly U.S. Forest Service contracting, Fleischer was looking to sell the business and all its assets. The two came to an agreement, and the following year, the deal was finalized. “I got one JetRanger [Bell 206B], a nice truck with a fuel system on it, all the slings and cables, and a Bambi Bucket,” said McCoy.

He sold his small contract service and focused all his efforts into building the new company that would merge his love of flying with his many years of experience in the oil-and-gas business. After moving all his assets to Texas, McCoy’s next order of business was expanding Westwind’s operating specifications to include the Gulf of Mexico.

The new Westwind launched in 2008, with McCoy himself flying the Bell 206B from a base in Rockport, Texas. As other
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A large fleet of 13 Bell 407s are versatile workhorses for Westwind, capable of handling many different offshore and onshore missions.
opportunities arose, he began leasing aircraft and establishing new
bases; a couple of Bell 206 Ls were based in nearby Galveston, and
then a Bell 407 was based at Intracoastal City, Louisiana. That first
year, the company flew 821 revenue hours.
Westwind swiftly gained traction with many of the small inde-
pendent oil-and-gas operators in the region, and one in particular
would become a loyal and longstanding business ally. “I was very
fortunate,” said McCoy. “I had one customer that was really sup-
porting [Westwind], so as they grew their company, our company
continued to grow.”
In just a few years, Westwind has expanded and matured into
one of the region’s leading helicopter operators, catering primarily
to independent oil-and-gas and utility customers in the Gulf of
Mexico and southwest Texas. The combination of McCoy’s insider
perspective of the oil-and-gas industry and the genuine manner
with which he conducts business may be the key to Westwind’s
success with its many smaller customers.
“Being 100 percent independently owned, I don’t have anybody
looking over my shoulder to tell me, ‘Bob, you need to make six
percent profit or 10 percent profit.’ ” McCoy explained. “If I make
one percent [profit], keep happy employees, and have good
equipment, nice facilities, that’s all that matters. That’s just my
desire and dream and challenge as an independent and some-
body who loves aviation.”
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Westwind’s corporate headquarters is housed on a beautiful 50-acre site in Santa Fe, Texas, just north of Galveston. A recently-completed remodel has expanded and/or improved the company’s meeting rooms, office suites, maintenance shops, and the customer waiting area. The large hangar can house up to 10 aircraft and an adjacent 3,000-foot grass strip serves the company’s fixed-wing assets.

Westwind also operates three satellite bases in Louisiana. The largest, Abbeville, is based at a regional heliport at the Abbeville Chris Crusta Memorial Airport, and is Westwind’s main maintenance facility. The company will soon move this operation to a new facility of its own several miles south on a 51-acre property, providing more room for aircraft and passengers, and improved maintenance capabilities. McCoy said the new facility would also maximize cost efficiencies for customers.

The company’s other bases in Louisiana — at Cameron and Houma — are relatively small, supporting three to four helicopters and line maintenance capabilities. A base in Venice, Louisiana, no longer supports daily flight operations, but still serves as a fuel stop — and if the need arises, it can be reopened at short notice. Nearly 80 employees call Westwind home, including 36 pilots and over 20 mechanics who maintain the sizable fleet: 13 Bell 407s, two Bell 206Bs, nine Bell 206/L3/L4s, and one Sikorsky S-76A (a second S-76 will join the fleet in December 2016). In 2015, the fleet turned over about 14,000 hours for revenue flights.

Westwind’s smaller size and reputation for efficiency and doing things right has not only attracted new customers, but professional and management talent as well. “I have some people now who came from the larger companies,” said McCoy. “They come to us and want to work. They felt like they had become just a number at company X, Y, or Z. Here, they like the small company setting because they feel like they have input to all the decisions.”

This sentiment is largely responsible for Bill Majeau’s decision to join the company earlier this year. As a more than 30-year veteran of Gulf of Mexico helicopter operations, Majeau has worked with some of the biggest operators and in capacities from line pilot to safety manager. He also holds the position of standards and safety chairman with the Helicopter Safety Advisory Conference.

Westwind recently signed a new contract to provide helicopter services to the U.S. Government at Fort Hood, and it continues to explore other opportunities to further diversify its operations.
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Now, in his role as Westwind’s director of safety, he appreciates the relative intimacy of the smaller operator. “The owner is two doors down — I can just yell down the hallway,” he told *Vertical*. “And he’s not dismissive at all. With his background as an A&P and pilot, he’s very knowledgeable, but he’s also very approachable and not at all afraid to get down in the weeds with us.”

Neil Collins is another example of highly skilled talent leaving a prominent position with a large operator for Westwind. Earlier this year, he left after 12 years with one of the largest operators in the Gulf of Mexico to step in as Westwind’s chief pilot. When pressed to describe the contrast between the two companies, Collins said: “I’ve always prided myself on, ‘If I don’t know the answer, I’ll get the answer — and in a timely manner.’ But with a big corporation, sometimes getting that answer didn’t happen in a timely manner. Here, I appreciate having a direct line to the owner, meaning Bob [McCoy] or the DO, Jim [Roth]. Now, I just pick up the phone and I have the answer immediately.”

HELPING CUSTOMERS THROUGH CHALLENGES

Large company or small, everyone doing business in the Gulf of Mexico has been impacted by the recent drop in oil prices. From 2014, oil prices slipped from nearly $90 a barrel to as low as $28 a barrel in January of this year. Lately, prices have rebounded a bit, up to near $50 a barrel.

While Westwind has certainly felt the pinch, it has not been forced to make any drastic changes. “We’re blessed because we’ve got a lot of really good customers, strong customers, and they’ve been able to weather the storm fairly well,” said director of business development, Mark Behne. “Like every other operator in the Gulf of Mexico, [we] have had to get creative with costs.”

McCoy said some oil companies were “barely making it” when oil prices hit $40 a barrel, so Westwind adjusted some of its rates to help its customers. “Offshore, you really need to make $75 to $80 per barrel to make any kind of profit,” he said. “We feel that when oil and gas prices go back up, there’s going to be some loyalty.”

To make up for some of the loss in revenue from the oil-and-gas sector, Westwind has branched out to the utility industry, winning a contract for visual inspection of 9,000 miles of power lines throughout Texas. It is also exploring other opportunities for pipeline surveys and leak detection.

Regardless of the cyclical trends that will forever influence the industries throughout the Gulf of Mexico, McCoy believes Westwind has built a secure foundation through a few basic elements. “The success of any company is hard work and a vision for success,” he said. “Not to mention surrounding yourself with good people who have that same vision of being the best they can be, which I have done and appreciate everyday. Never give up your dreams and don’t ever let someone tell you can’t do something. Prove them wrong even if it takes that extra effort. [And] stay focused not only on what’s going on today, but what lies ahead of you for the future.”

Dan Megna | Retired after nearly 30 years with one of Southern California’s sheriff’s departments, Dan’s last 18 years were spent serving in the department’s aviation unit, where he logged over 8,000 hours in helicopters as a tactical officer, pilot and flight instructor.
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THE NEW verticalmag.com

SPECIALIZING IN R-22 CFI TRAINING & TOUCHDOWN AUTOS PRIMARY & INSTRUMENT INSTRUCTION // LONG LINE INSTRUCTION

Oregon • Texas • California // Cash rates - $205/hour solo & $245/hour dual

T: 503-577-6371 • www.jerrytrimblehelicopters.com

MOUNTAIN VIEW HELICOPTERS

402 A Otter Bay Calgary, AB T3Z 3S6 • Tel: 403-286-7186 • www.mvheli.com

Helicopter Flight Training

- Private, commercial and instructor licences available
- Recurrent and advanced training
- Night ratings
- Type ratings
- Fleet training
- Slinging
- Lone lining
- Approved mountain training
- In-house CF1E & DA85P
- Spruce Meadows offers excellent forestry Mountain and control zone areas at our doorstep
- Experience with international students and foreign licence conversions
- Full and part-time courses available
- IFR Ratings
- We hire from our Graduates
Together, we serve the industry we love. We strive to make it a better place. And with each new issue, we create a platform for sharing our mutual passion with the world. Vertical would not be here without you, our advertisers. Thank you for your support in 2016. Here's to strengthening our partnership in the year ahead.
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Vertical would not be here without you, our advertisers. Thank you for your support in 2016. Here’s to strengthening our partnership in the year ahead.

verticalmag.com | 🚁✈️
This is the eighth year we’ve been running the Vertical Photo Contest, and it’s officially the biggest contest we’ve ever had. In total, we received well over 750 entries from hundreds of photographers around the world, reflecting the truly global nature of our readership. And from the evidence on the following pages — and the hundreds of spectacular photos we simply didn’t have room to publish — you’re a talented bunch! Many of you work in and around helicopters in your daily lives, providing access to some frankly astonishing perspectives.

Our Grand Prize winner, Joshua Vest, offers a prime example. A member of NAS Whidbey Island’s search-and-rescue team, he shared his unique vantage point from the end of a cable underneath a Sikorsky MH-60S Seahawk to spectacular effect. Framed by towering walls of ice that give the image wonderful depth, the aircraft is beautifully lit by the light reflecting off the snow. It perfectly conveys the power of rotary-wing aircraft and their unique life-saving capabilities.

As you’ll see in the collection of photos we’ve selected here, the variety of shots we received from you highlights the tremendous scope of the industry — the size of aircraft, country of operation, sector, and perspective from which they’re taken is incredibly varied. We hope you enjoy looking through them as much as we did.

How did the contest work? It was open to anyone over the age of 18 — amateur or professional — and was free to enter. We accepted entries through our website from Aug. 12 to Oct. 14, and each entry was then submitted — without the photographer’s details — into a digital folder. We then narrowed down the hundreds of photos to just a dozen or so finalists in each of the three competition categories: Beauty Shots, Helicopters at Work, and Military.

We then handed it over to our sponsors: Bell Helicopter, Airbus Helicopters Canada, Bambi Bucket, Eagle Copters, Gibson & Barnes, Metro Aviation, PHP, Safran Helicopter Engines, and Wysong Enterprises. Their representatives, along with Vertical staff, voted for their favorite photo in each category, with the votes being tallied automatically. The photo with the most votes — Joshua Vest’s shot of the MH-60S — was awarded the Grand Prize of $1,000 and appears on the front cover of this issue. The first-, second-, and third-placed photographers in each of the three competition categories were awarded prizes of $500, $250, and $100, respectively.

Thanks, as always, to all of you who took the time and effort to share your work with us, and to all our Photo Contest sponsors for their support.
Julien Sollberger is a freelance action sports photographer based in Geneva, Switzerland, between the French and Swiss Alps. For the past three years, he has spent a lot of time photographing skydivers and helicopters with Chamonix Mont-Blanc Hélicoptères and Mont-Blanc Skydive. He says that flying and shooting in the Mont-Blanc massif allows him to live a dream.
Paul Sadler, 41, lives in Australia’s capital – Canberra. Awarded as the country’s aviation photographer of the year in 2014 by the National Aviation Press Club, Paul has been capturing images of helicopters for more than 25 years and currently works as a freelance photographer and writer.

Toll Helicopters’ Leonardo AW139 flies northbound along Sydney’s eastern coastline during a golden summer sunset.

Download as wallpaper at verticalmag.com/wallpaper
FlightSafety, the global leader in training, offers Level D qualified simulators for twin- and single-engine helicopters. Designed to enhance the safety and proficiency of helicopter flight crews, our training recognizes that different missions require different skills. Our simulator-based training provides in-depth instruction, from basic operation to highly specialized maneuvers and recovery techniques that would be difficult to perform in a helicopter. FlightSafety’s extensive and growing range of helicopter training programs includes advanced-technology simulators that replicate an aircraft’s exact flight and performance characteristics.

Our VITAL 1100 visual system offers resolutions of more than 12 million pixels that, combined with our exclusive CrewView glass mirror displays, delivers unprecedented fidelity. And our knowledgeable, experienced instructors are simply the best in the business, dedicated to providing the highest quality professional aviation training. That’s why the majority of today’s aircraft manufacturers – including AgustaWestland, Airbus Helicopters, Bell Helicopter and Sikorsky – trust us to provide world-class training. Train with us and we’ll earn your trust, too.
Fifteen years of lighting concert stages and skiing in the winter months is a tough life to give up. An opportunity to wrench on helicopters was the only thing convincing enough for Evan Welsch. He says he is green to the industry via an A&P ticket and even greener via camera, but working in the utility helicopter world has given him some unique points of view — and ample opportunity to shoot photos. “I absolutely love the mechanical challenges helicopters can create and I am looking forward to spending the next 15 years putting in my time,” he says.
Each mission is unique, but all P&WC turboshaft engines have one thing in common: You can depend on them. Designed for outstanding performance, enhanced flying experience and competitive operating economics, the PW200 and PT6 engine families are the leaders in helicopter power. With innovative technology that respects the environment and a trusted support network that offers you peace of mind, you can focus on what matters most: A MISSION ACCOMPLISHED.
A Westland AH-64 Apache and Leonardo AW159 Wildcat from the British Army’s Army Air Corps take part in RNAS Yeovilton’s International Air Day in 2016.

Paul Harvey, 49, is from Belfast, Northern Ireland, and has been photographing aircraft for about 38 years. He usually works in and around Ireland and the U.K., and is currently part of the Apron Media team.
A German Air Force Sikorsky CH-53GA "German Advanced" from Helicopter Wing 64 – Air Transport Group flies under the Northern Lights during exercise Cold Blade 2016 in Ivalo, Finland.

Johannes Heyn is an aircraft mechanic from Eilenburg, Germany, who turned his hobby of photography and postproduction into a career. His connection to aviation and specifically helicopters was established during the time he served with the Air Transport Group of Helicopter Wing 64 at Holzdorf Air Base.

Download as wallpaper at verticalmag.com/wallpaper
A Leonardo CH-149 from 442 Transport and Rescue Squadron rescues a climber from Mount Rexford near Chilliwack, B.C.

Utah Eheler (also known as Utah Jack) lives on the west coast of British Columbia, Canada. He is an avid outdoorsman and a five-year standing member of Chilliwack Search and Rescue. He has a passion for photography and enjoys capturing aviation-related rescues.
Tom Andreas Østrem hitches a ride with another pilot. Here, the aircraft turns for final approach before landing in Ringedalen, Norway.

Tom Andreas Østrem, 33, is a helicopter pilot in scenic Norway, where he lives his childhood dream and shares it with the rest of the world through social media. As well as being a pilot, he works on another passion — flight safety. “The most important thing after all is getting safely home to my beautiful little family every time,” he says.
An Airbus EC130 from MedFlight of Ohio lands at Nationwide Children’s Hospital in Columbus with an injured child.

Larry Hamill has had the privilege of photographing MedFlight helicopters for over 20 years. He has taken shots of the operator across Ohio, in all seasons and weather conditions.
Austrian rescue helicopter Christophorus 8 — An Airbus EC135 T2+ — comes in for a landing during a rescue.

Robert Niederwolfsgruber, 38, lives in a small village in the westernmost part of Austria. In the winter, he works in a ski resort, and in the summer he is a scaffolder. He has been taking photos for nine years, during which time it has become his passion — though he describes himself as “only a hobby photographer.” Helicopters and landscapes are his favorite subjects, and he currently shoots with a Nikon D810 with several lenses from 24mm to 300mm. His biggest dream is to perform an air-to-air shoot.
Originally from California, Chris Blanton works in the New York area as a helicopter pilot for NYONair, specializing in aerial photography and cinematography. He enjoys amateur photography and shoots with his iPhone whenever something catches his eye.

Sunset over the flight line at Kearny Helport in New Jersey. An Airbus AS355 TwinStar and AS350 AStar are reflected in the water.
Air-Glaciers’ Aérospatiale SA315B Lama sprays a vineyard in Switzerland. Richard Chapuis Photo
A Helifor support helicopter — a Hughes 500 — lifts off while an Erickson S-64 Aircrane shuts down for midday maintenance checks in Smith Inlet on the B.C. coast. Brad Legare Photo

Wiltshire Air Ambulance’s Bell 429 on the helipad at Great Western Hospital in Swindon, U.K., during a night training sortie for the crew. Lloyd Horgan Photo
A Heliswiss International Kamov Ka32 A12 takes to the air in a remote spot. Andreas Eder Photo
A Dutch Boeing AH-64 Apache hovers in front of exploding pyrotechnics at the Sanicole Sunset Airshow in 2015. Pascal van Uffelen Photo

A PJ Helicopters Bell UH-1H sits at the Pacific Helibase in Placerville, California, with the glow of the Trailhead Fire in the distance. Garin Kinker Photo

Heli Ambulance Team’s Alpin 2 — an Airbus EC135 T2 — on a rescue mission on the Sölden ski area in Tirol in the Austrian Alps. Tomas Kika Photo
A Robinson R44 training in Modlin, Poland. Andrzej Rutkowski Photo

An HNZ Airbus AS350 AStar waits for mining exploration workers to return in Eeyou Istchee James Bay Territory in Canada. Fred Benoit Photo
A row of Bristow Airbus EC225s sit idle at Sola Heliport, Norway, following the grounding of the type by the country’s civil aviation authority. Marianne Gjertsen Photo

A mountain climber poses next to the summit cross on Gerlach, the highest point in the Tatra Mountains, Slovakia, as a Government Flying Service Mi Mi-17 approaches. Tomas Kika Photo
A Leonardo CH-149 Cormorant from the RCAF’s 442 Transport and Rescue Squadron flies to the rescue. *Francois Dupont Photo*

An MD500 operated by the DPR Korea Air Force performs during its first ever public air show appearance in Wonsan. *Andrzej Rogucki Photo*
A Slovak Ministry of the Interior Bell 429 flies over the Tatra mountains. Andrzej Rogucki Photo
BELOW: An Airbus H130 drops its passengers in Red River on Réunion Island in the Indian Ocean. **Sebastien Diernaz Photo**

BOTTOM: A Great Slave Helicopters Airbus AS350 AStar waits for passengers near Qikiqtarjuaq on Baffin Island, Nunavut. **Phil Carpenter Photo**
ABOVE: The second prototype of Marenco SwissHelicopter’s SKYe SH09 takes part in flight testing flanked by mountains and a lunar backdrop. Rino Zigerlig Photo

LEFT: A U.S. Air Force Boeing V-22 Osprey entertains the crowds at the Royal International Air Tattoo in July 2015. Ray U Photo
An Airbus EC135 — known as Libelle Vorarlberg — from the Austrian police air support unit patrols the skies. *Robert Niederwolfgruber Photo*

Merry Christmas! A PJ Helicopters Bell 206B-3 harvests Christmas trees near Salem, Oregon. *Garin Klinker Photo*
A Slovakian police Bell 429 performs a mountain rescue in the High Tatra Mountains. Tomas Kika Photo

An Airbus EC635 takes part in an air patrol over the Swiss Alps. Andrzej Rogucki Photo
NEW COMPOSITE MAIN ROTOR BLADE NOW AVAILABLE FOR BELL 206B SERIES

This new Van Horn Aviation composite main rotor blade available exclusively from Aeronautical Accessories is carbon fiber constructed and has a laminar flow airfoil shape with tapered tips, reducing cabin noise. It offers weight and dimensions comparable to the standard Bell 206 main rotor blade and is FAA Authorized.

To further increase operational performance, Van Horn composite Bell 206 B/L series tail rotor blades are also available from Aeronautical Accessories.
A Tasman Helicopters Bell 212 lifts off after dropping off a fire crew in Red Lake, Ontario. Bryan Hamilton Photo

A Bulgarian Navy Airbus AS565 Panther takes part in a rescue training mission over the Black Sea. Ognyan Stefanov Photo
Three Polish Mi-24 Hinds fly over the Baltic shoreline near Gdansk. Bartosz Bera Photo
RIGHT: An RCAF CH-147F Chinook from 450 Tactical Helicopter Squadron at Canadian Forces Base Petawawa, Ontario, escorted by a CH146 Griffon from 430 Tactical Helicopter Squadron at Canadian Forces Base Valcartier, Quebec. François Charest Photo

BELOW: An Inaer Airbus EC145, equipped for emergency medical services, in action near Monte Cimone, Italy. Domenico Marchi Photo
TOP: A test flight for Aerodesign Bike Racks, with Blackcomb Helicopter’s Airbus AS350 B3 in Pemberton, British Columbia. Matthew Melsness Photo

ABOVE: Letting off flares as part of a celestial performance at the Sanicole Sunset Airshow. Pascal van Uffelen Photo
An emergency medical services pilot from Wiltshire’s Air Ambulance checks a landing zone during a night currency sortie. Lloyd Horgan Photo

A Leonardo AW139, operated by Sky Shuttle Helicopters, takes in the evening landscape in Hong Kong. Chi Yin Liao Photo
WHEN THEY WANT IT, that means now.

Your client knows the range, the features, the budget, and the business that depends on a reliable helicopter.

We know just where to look.
HAI HELI-EXPO is a fantastic opportunity to see old friends and new aircraft!

– Andrew Butte
Senior V.P., Brunner Aerospace LLC

SAVE MONEY WHEN YOU REGISTER BY JANUARY 23

HOUSING REGISTRATION NOW OPEN

heliexpo.rotor.org
To place an advertisement in Vertical’s marketplace, contact Carla McKay at 866.834.1114 or carla@mhmpub.com

Aircraft Services (AMO/MRO)
Used Aircraft Refurbishment
New Aircraft Completion
Component Overhaul
Structure & Paint
Avionics & Instruments
Parts & Exchange

ENSURING SAFETY & RELIABILITY

1-604-532-0322
Hanger #10, 5225-216th Street | Langley, BC, Canada V2Y 2N3
www.canwestaerospace.com
AVIALTA HELICOPTER MAINTENANCE LTD.

With our global inventory, extensive experience and universal service, we are qualified and prepared to provide you with:

- FUSELAGE AND TAILBOOM STRUCTURAL REPAIR
- EXTENSIVE PARTS INVENTORY
- COMPLETIONS
- REFURBISHMENTS, EXCHANGES AND MODIFICATIONS
- MAINTENANCE
- COMPONENTS AND OVERHAULS
- D.A.R DESIGNEE ON-SITE
- NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING AND INSPECTIONS
- AVIONICS

Avialta Helicopter Maintenance Ltd.
IA 27018 SH 633 • Villeneuve Airport Sturgeon County, AB T8T 0E3
Tel: 1-780-460-1800 • Fax: 1-780-458-7311 • phorvatis@avialta.com
www.avialta.com
To place an advertisement in Vertical’s Marketplace, contact Carla Mckay at 866.834.1114 or carla@mhmpub.com

NATIONAL HELICOPTERS INC.

11339 Albion Vaughan Rd. Kleinburg, ON L0J 1C0 | 1-866-361-1100 | 905-893-2727
WWW.NATIONALHELICOPTERS.COM

Transport Canada Approved Maintenance Organization
Bell 430/429/412/212/206 series
MD 500 series | R22/R44/R66
Agusta | Eurocopter

Avionics Repairs/Installations
Component Overhaul
Custom Completions
Engineering Design & Approvals
Non Destructive Testing
Aircraft Hangarage Available

Your Complete Maintenance Centre
Providing Quality Service You Can Trust

SERVICES | INTEGRATED VALVES
MAIN ROTOR DAMPERS | FILTERS
ACCUMULATORS | CARGO & REMOTE HOOKS

Merry Christmas & Happy New Year

CHINOOK AVIATION INC.
Specializing in Helicopter Structural Repairs

Certified fuselage fixtures for Bell 205A-1, 206 A/B/L, 212 and 412.
Certified tailboom fixtures for Bell 205A-1, 206 A/B/L, 212, 412 and 204B.

542 Hurricane Dr., Calgary, AB, T3Z 3S8 • P 403.247.2498 • F 403.247.3740 • chinook@nucleus.com • www.chinookaviation.com

SELECT HELICOPTER SERVICES LTD.

VISIT US AT HAC BOOTH #512

HYDRAULIC COMPONENT & CARGO HOOK OVERHAUL

SERVOS | INTEGRATED VALVES
MAIN ROTOR DAMPERS | FILTERS
ACCUMULATORS | CARGO & REMOTE HOOKS

P: 250.765.3317
E: info@selecthelicopter.com
WWW.SELECTHELICOPTER.COM

AMO 92-041 EASA 145.7258
COMMERCIAL CHARTER SERVICE
- Bell 206, Bell 407, R44, R66, AS350, and Koala 119KE

APPROVED ROBINSON DEALER
- R22s, R44s & R66s
- New & Used Helicopter Sales
- Full R22, R44 & R66 Maintenance
- Complete overhaul facility R22, R44 & R66
- RR300 dealer/parts distributor

PILOT TRAINING AVAILABLE

Box 1000, Campbell River, BC V9W 6Y4 Fax: 250-287-4352
web: www.ebhelicopters.com email: info@ebhelicopters.com
To place an advertisement in Vertical’s Marketplace, contact Carla McKay at 866.834.1114 or carla@mhmpub.com

Support... where and when you need it!

PH: 760-806-3780 | FX: 760-806-3787
2580 Jason Court, Oceanside, CA 92056 | www.seasidehelicopters.com

YOUR FULL SERVICE HELICOPTER REPAIR SHOP!
General & major maintenance, repairs & modifications of Bell 206, MD 500 & AS350 series helicopters | Overhaul, repair, rental & exchange of Bell 206 & MD 500 components | Complete paint facility | Imports & Exports | Parts sales | Leasing

AEROSMITH HELICOPTER REPAIR
1020 Virginia Road, PO Box 128, Coombs, BC. V0R 1M0
P: (250) 954-0668 | F: (250) 954-0667 | Toll-Free 1-877-954-0668
info@aerosmithheli.com | www.aerosmithheli.com

HELICOPTER ACCESSORY SERVICE EAST
HELICOPTER HYDRAULIC SPECIALISTS
Bell 206 // 407 // 212 // 214 // UH-1H | Sikorsky S-76 // S-70 // UH-60 | Airbus Helicopters
EXTENSIVE EXCHANGE // COMPONENTS AVAILABLE
FAA ZS4R711M // EASA.145.6670
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Merry Christmas &
A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

Contact us today and let us help you change the way you move your helicopter. ALL OVER THE WORLD.

WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL LANDING DOLLY
www.heliwagon.com | (877) 435-4946 | brad@heliwagon.com

ENGINE APPROVED KITS
New DPU-7-7070 HD Video Recording
HD Video Recording | Stunning Images | Helicopter Kits

MACHIDA
Borescopes
1-800-431-5420 // 1-845-365-0600
info@machidascope.com
machidascope.com

SOUND SOLID SOLUTIONS
Airbus | Augusta Westland | Bell Helicopter | MD Helicopters | Sikorsky

ADVANCED COMPOSITE STRUCTURES

We Fix Blades

www.all-composites.com
Winnipeg, MB | Sanford, FL | Stockton, CA

MROPRODUCTSSALES & LEASINGEMPLOYMENT SERVICES
Pitt Meadows Airport | BC, Canada | P: 604-465-5008 | F: 604-608-9222 | E: info@heliproducts.com | HELIPRODUCTS.COM

Airbus Helicopters Conversions & Upgrades
Helicopter Leasing, Lease to Purchase, and Sales
Full Support: Avionics, Components, Maintenance, Manufacturing, Structures, Paint

Transport Canada FAA AMO 83-05. EASA 145.7216

1-800-431-5420  //  1-845-365-0600
info@machidascope.com
machidascope.com

Wireless Remote Control Landing Dolly
www.heliwagon.com | (877) 435-4946 | brad@heliwagon.com

MACHIDA Borescopes
ENGINE APPROVED KITS
New DPU-7-7070 HD Video Recording
HD Video Recording | Stunning Images | Helicopter Kits

1-800-431-5420 // 1-845-365-0600
info@machidascope.com
machidascope.com

SOUND SOLID SOLUTIONS
Airbus | Augusta Westland | Bell Helicopter | MD Helicopters | Sikorsky

ADVANCED COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
We Fix Blades

www.all-composites.com
Winnipeg, MB | Sanford, FL | Stockton, CA

MROPRODUCTSSALES & LEASINGEMPLOYMENT SERVICES
Pitt Meadows Airport | BC, Canada | P: 604-465-5008 | F: 604-608-9222 | E: info@heliproducts.com | HELIPRODUCTS.COM

Airbus Helicopters Conversions & Upgrades
Helicopter Leasing, Lease to Purchase, and Sales
Full Support: Avionics, Components, Maintenance, Manufacturing, Structures, Paint

Transport Canada FAA AMO 83-05. EASA 145.7216

1-800-431-5420  //  1-845-365-0600
info@machidascope.com
machidascope.com
Rhino Air is a charity dedicated to using helicopters with advanced thermal and night vision technologies to prevent the needless slaughter and poaching of Africa’s Rhinos and Elephants.

Contact us at 1-800-553-9176 and help put an end to poaching.
Cleared for Takeoff!

The new JetGo 600Mti-RJ 28V GPU has launched! More powerful, improved user controls, digital displays and the lowest operating cost in the industry. You asked for it, and we delivered!

AERO SPECIALTIES
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

+1 208-378-9888 | www.aerospecialties.com

We speak your global aviation language...

AOG
URGENT

Dauphin parts in stock
To place an advertisement in Vertical’s Marketplace, contact Carla Mckay at 866.834.1114 or carla@mhmpub.com

**Brown Helicopter Inc**

**Pensacola, Florida • Ferguson Airport 82J**

Serving the Industry Since 1978

10100 Aileron Ave Pensacola, Florida 32506 | P: 850-455-0971 | F: 850-456-8231 | E: sales@brownhelicopter.com

Huge inventory of Sikorsky and Bell parts as well as those hard to find parts.

We ensure a rapid response to all orders and inquiries to keep you in the air.

**HELIPORTER®**

Paravion® Technology

www.paravion.com

30 Years of Providing Safe Affordable Ground Handling

**Helitowcart**

Powerful Carriers & Tow Carts

New!

S92 on Landing Net

More Power

More Traction

**Helicopter Parts Sales**

Check Out our Huge Inventory!

Over One Million Items!

We have a large inventory of quality parts from reputable sources, for outright sale and exchange.

ACCESSORIES • COMPONENTS • INSTRUMENTS

Airbus Helicopter, Bell Helicopter, MDHC, Schweizer, Sikorsky, Lycoming, Rolls Royce, Turbomeca

**TRADEWIND INTERNATIONAL, LLC**

Check out our website!

**SAI**

Szabo Aviation International

1-866-221-9473

szabosales@telus.net

www.szaboaviation.com

**HELICOPTER PARTS SALES**

**WE BUY:**

- Light and medium turbine helicopters
- Parts, components and inventories
- Distressed and run-out airframes

Toll Free 800-585-7004 USA & Canada Only
TEL: USA 1+608-756-3632 • FAX: USA 1+608-756-2606
email: info@tradewindinternational.com

www.tradewindinternational.com
First of its kind
5-Year TBO
Save $ on Recertification & Transportation Costs


www.SWITLIK.com

DON’T MISS OUT!
Reserve your space now in our Heli-Expo issue!
Contact Carla McKay at 519.748.1591 or carla@mhmpub.com

www.verticalmag.com

Vertical
The Pulse of the Helicopter Industry

ELECTRICAL & AVIONICS SYSTEMS SUPPORT

SALES & INSTALLATION SERVICE & SUPPORT AIRFRAME REWIRE

AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS

Honeywell Bendix King Garmin Cobham

SALES@AERONAV.CA | WWW.AERONAV.CA

J.B. Knowles, Inc. | Blue River, WI 53518
Ph: 1 608 537-2049 | Fax: 1 608 537-2043 | info@chopperspotter.com

www.ChopperSpotter.com

Makes a great gift!
Whether you're a pilot, an operator, in MRO, or purely a helicopter enthusiast, you'll find the 2017 Vertical Calendar will make a great addition to your hangar, office, or home. Featuring 14 spectacular photos of helicopters in action around the world, it also has all the key industry trade shows helpfully noted, so you won't miss any important rotary-wing events. A limited number of these full-color calendars are available – so order yours today!

Only $19.99! + FREE SHIPPING! (North America Only)
Whether you’re a pilot, an operator, in MRO, or purely a helicopter enthusiast, you’ll find the 2017 Vertical Calendar will make a great addition to your hangar, office, or home. Featuring 14 spectacular photos of helicopters in action around the world, it also has all the key industry trade shows helpfully noted, so you won’t miss any important rotary-wing events.

A limited number of these full-color calendars are available – so order yours today!

Only $19.99! + FREE SHIPPING!
(North America Only)

Makes a GREAT GIFT!

shopcanada.mhmpub.com
shopinternational.mhmpub.com
HELIROLLDRUM  TOUGH TANKS - COLLAPSE COMPACT
DOUBLE REVENUE FLIGHTS & NO EMPTY RUNS! DEFUEL & LIFT MAX. – THEN REFUEL FOR HOME RUN.

FERRY TANKS  AIR CARGO TANKS

WWW.TURTLEPAC.COM | EMAIL: TURTLEPAC@YAHOO.COM.AU

GETTING YOUR HELICOPTER FIX HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER.
Visit the MHM Publishing shop to find the latest Vertical, Vertical 911, and Skies products.
SPECIAL PROMOS | SUBSCRIPTIONS | NEW & OLD ISSUES | DIRECTORIES | POSTERS | CALENDARS | APPAREL

www.Turtlepac.com | email: Turtlepac@yahoo.com.au

THE PROFESSIONAL AIRCRAFT MOVERS
Now with three specialized covered trailers
Fixed & Rotary Wing

CONTACT US TODAY & START SAVING MONEY!

www.calgarygooseneck.com
403.266.2468 | 406.450.0170
doug@calgarygooseneck.com
To place an advertisement in Vertical’s Marketplace, contact Carla McKay at 866.834.1114 or carla@mhmpub.com

**FOR LEASE**

- Bell 206 BII
- Bell 206 L-R
- AS350 SD2

**BLACKBIRD Service & Leasing Ltd.**

Contact Us:
- Ian: 250.975.0024
- Barclay: 250.615.7015
- helicopterleasing@hotmail.com

**D.F. CAPITAL LTD.**

International Leasing and Sales

**AS350 B2/FX2/SD2 LEASES**

- Don Farkas • 250-507-9668
dfarkas@shaw.ca
- Denis Robitaille • 450-750-6249
denis.helico@sympatico.ca

**AVIATION FUEL TRUCKS FOR SALE**

These trucks are road legal and airport capable with fresh road safeties, prices starting at $39,500 USD as currently configured.

- Remtec 18,000 litre (4760 US gallons) aluminum MC306 tank
- Tank has dual hose reel set up with over wing and under wing fuelling capability
- Scully over-fill sensors with bottom loading makes this unit able to load off the rack
- International power unit
- Tank sump drain
- Aviation fifth generation capable filtration system
- Cummins NTC or DT466 power
- Allison automatic transmission
- 16000 lb. front axle
- 46000 lb. rear tandem axles
- Michelin rubber in excellent condition

**FOR SALE**

New Simplex 510 Aerial Cleaning System

for AS350 and AS355 Series Helicopters

The Simplex 510 aerial cleaning system produces a high pressure spray stream to remove residue and ice from electrical towers and wind turbine blades

- Brand new kit in its box, never been used, for a fraction of the price.

**Heli-lift International Inc.**

Hangar 2 Airport, PO Box 1971 | Yorkton, SK | S3N 3X3 | Canada | P: 306-783-5438 | F: 306-782-3590 | info@helilift.ca

**www.helilift.ca**
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Remote Helicopters Ltd. has immediate openings for the following positions:

**QUALITY ASSURANCE MANAGER:**
- Permanent full time position
- Reporting to the Director of Maintenance
- Responsible for the quality and regulatory compliance for all work performed by Remote Helicopters’ AMO

Applicants must meet the following:
- Be willing to relocate to Slave Lake, AB
- Fulfill the requirements of CAR 573.04
- Hold a valid AME licence (violation free)
- Six (6) years experience in aviation
- Industry recognized training in QA/Auditing or past experience in Aviation Quality Assurance

**PRODUCTION MANAGER:**
- Permanent full time position
- Reporting to the Director of Maintenance
- Responsible for the supervision of maintenance activities as directed by the Director of Maintenance

Applicants must meet the following:
- Be willing to relocate to Slave Lake, AB
- Hold a valid AME licence (violation free)
- Have at least six (6) months supervisory experience
- Have knowledge and experience on BH 05, 06, 212, and AStar 350 series
- Meet the requirements of Appendix D of Remote Helicopters MPM Procedures Manual

To apply, contact Keith Mercer, Director of Maintenance, keith.mercer@remotehelicopters.com

Box 1340 Slave Lake, Alberta, Canada T0G 2A0 / P: 780.849.2222 / F: 780.849.5235 / remotehelicopters.com

VERTICAL HAS AN ONLINE CAREERS PAGE

DID YOU KNOW IT’S THE FASTEST AND EASIEST WAY TO FIND YOUR NEXT CAREER IN THE HELICOPTER INDUSTRY.

WWW.VERTICALMAG.COM/CAREERS

CONNECTING EMPLOYERS AND JOB SEEKERS FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT LEANNE WILLIS 866.834.1114 | LEANNE@MHMPUB.COM
To place an advertisement in Vertical’s Marketplace, contact Carla McKay at 866.834.1114 or carla@mhmpub.com
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NOW HIRING

We are currently hiring for the following positions:

Pool Pilot

• Minimum 1500 hours total must meet Contrail requirements (which is 250 hours turbine time, 1500 total time, 50 hour time on type: BH06/BH04/AS350).

Engineers & Apprentices

• Time or experience on the following types: BH04/BH06/AS350

All applicants must possess excellent customer service skills along with organizational and communication skills and the ability to work independently and within a team environment.

Please apply in confidence, by email only, to:
Elton Ceh, Chief Pilot, eceh@deltahelicopters.com for Pilot positions.
Scott Coutts, sccoutts@deltahelicopters.com for Engineers and Apprentices positions.

Apply by email including references to qwest@northwestel.net

www.deltahelicopters.com

DELTAs

DELTa Helicopters Ltd.

www.deltahelicopters.com

The Heli-Expo issue will be here before you know it!

Deadline: Jan. 20, 2017

Contact Carla McKay:
carla@mhmpub.com
519.748.1591
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Grand Designs
for the Grand Canyon
by Dorcey Wingo

When the chief pilot informed me that our mutual employer had landed a six-month contract based in and around the Grand Canyon, I could hardly wait for the other shoe to drop. Yes, I was indeed going to be the lucky Lama pilot contracted to a reputable construction outfit based out of Denver, and ultimately, the National Park Service (NPS).

This was fabulous news, for I had been doing some very demanding work elsewhere for more than two years. The accompanying snow, ice, and frequent relocations were wearing me and my wife rather thin. The prospect of having new customers and a warmer climate sounded like manna from heaven.

Naturally, I wanted to set off on the right foot, so I paid special attention to the particulars of my helicopter, my dedicated A&P mechanic, and our trusty support vehicle. My designated helicopter was unfortunately the ugly duckling of the fleet, but I was delighted to discover she flew more like a swan.

My middle-aged mechanic was missing a few teeth, but I valued his experience. He knew his Lamas, bottom line. The fuel truck had a wheel on each corner, a large red toolbox, and a load of Jet-A. Our chances of making Arizona by sundown on Friday were looking better by the minute.

Next, we planned the cross-country flight from our Utah base to an improvised construction helispot on the canyon’s North Rim. One fuel stop enroute would get me there with a little reserve, and “Toothless” would drive the fuel truck and meet me at the job site. Only it didn’t quite work out that way.

I don’t know about you, but I get a little nervous being assigned a “new” aircraft, especially one with thousands of hours on the airframe. My distrust of unfamiliar flying machinery prevailed, no matter who my employer was. I was especially leery of “new” fuel gauges.

All this needless wringing of hands leads to my unscheduled landing 10 miles short of the North Rim, Friday afternoon. The Lama’s intimidating low fuel light convinced me to squeeze the ship into a tiny turnout beside Highway 67, where I prayed for new “new” fuel gauges.

This he did, a couple of hours into my flight, convinced me to squeeze the ship into a tiny turnout beside Highway 67, where I prayed for new “new” fuel gauges.

My directions to the construction landing zone were spot-on. After landing in a grotto of tall Ponderosa pine, a small assemblage of NPS personnel were on hand to welcome and accompany me to a nearby isolated RV campground, punctuated with prancing, white-tailed Kaibab squirrels and giant, fragrant pine trees.

Our personal trailers arrived shortly thereafter, and Toothless and I were happily reunited with our domestic partners. We began the process of hooking up our trailers within the shady retreat. The Lama was not required until Monday, leaving us ample time to unpack and go gawk into the abyss.

We were also warmly invited to attend a “mint julep” party at the park’s permanent housing area the following evening, hosted by the chief Park Service engineer. I was familiar with the featured beverage, but being a beer-drinking individual, I had never sampled the mint julep, per se. My wife didn’t drink alcohol, but she had ladies to chat with while I shook hands all around and tried out a couple of those delicious juleps.

One would have been plenty, it turned out. The chief engineer was the bartender, so “the pilot” was treated to overflowing shots of bourbon while he laid out the more exciting aspects of our upcoming project in the mile-deep canyon, where my flying skills would be tested.

The party overflowed outside to a gentle slope of green grass, chairs aplenty. I was feeling mildly euphoric at our 8,100-foot elevation. My pretty mate was watching, giving me the eye — convincing me to lay off those powerful juleps — and go find a beer, maybe?

When I asked for a beer, the grinning bartender handed me a clean glass and pointed in the direction of the keg. The clever engineers had strategically positioned the beer-on-tap at the top of the incline.

The tipsy pilot was the first to crack the spigot, unleashing the chilled, frothy, golden liquid. And the tipsy pilot was the first to roll to the bottom of the incline, accompanied by loud hoots of laughter and scattered applause. And yes, I spilled that beer — I never tasted a drop.

It was about then that my gorgeous wife rose from her chair — dressed in a lovely black evening dress, and several months pregnant. Saying “goodnight” for both of us, she informed the hostess that we would be returning to the Airstream. Good thing I didn’t make a practice of getting plastered in front of customers, but it was very clever of the pilot to have his partner along to minimize the damage.
aftermarket support
YOU CAN TRUST

M International has the tools for you to succeed, take a look at the various areas in which we can assist you and you will see

M International is the premier choice as a highly-qualified partner for customer focused aftermarket solutions.

703.448.4400
www.minternational.net
DELIVERING SPEED IN CRITICAL SITUATIONS

When minutes count, depend on the power and performance of the Bell 429 for your search and rescue mission. The reconfigurable interior seats up to seven passengers plus a pilot, features large sliding doors for quick access, and a 70+ cubic foot baggage compartment. The Bell 429 is ready to serve your operation by delivering 150-knot speed, as well as the safety and superior handling needed in critical situations.